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When the world is full of so much fear and worry, pain and tragedy, we need new ways
to work through our own personal loss; we need new ways to heal. It is my opinion that stories
are meant to heal, to make us feel and take us to a better place. Stories offer understanding, a
good laugh, a way to move forward, they thrill us, make us cry, show us love, or scare us into
momentary elation. My creative thesis will be a collection of short fiction that employs elements
of literary realism and magical realism to explore the topic of loss and grief, as well as modes of
alternative healing, demonstrating a progression of human awareness.
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CHAPTER I
CRITICAL INTRODUCTION
It is my opinion that stories are meant to heal, to make us feel deeply and take us to a
better place. Stories offer understanding, a good laugh, a way to move forward; they thrill us,
make us cry, show us love, or scare us into momentary elation. Mostly, there is something about
a good story that gets to the core of what it means to be human, and loss is a big part of that
experience. The authors Claire Vaye Watkins, Laura van den Berg, and Aimee Bender make
their protagonists come face-to-face with loss through direct and indirect means. Van Den Berg
and Watkins employ realism to force this confrontation, while Bender uses magical realism as a
conduit. After facing their loss, the protagonists have a choice of whether to see the possibility
for healing or remain stagnant.
Laura van den Berg and Claire Vaye Watkins use nature to help their protagonists face
loss; the theme also works as a lens through which the protagonists view their changing views of
themselves and the world around them. The story “Inverness” by Laura van den Berg follows
Emily, a botanist assigned to find the rare twinflower in the town of Inverness, Scotland. Emily
confronts her failed relationship through her ex-boyfriend, the lore of the Loch Ness monster, her
hunt for the Twinflower, and by observing the marriage between characters Sarah and McKay.
Van den Berg makes Emily confront her past relationship directly. When she is in the Scottish
town she “could not shake the loneliness that had settled in months earlier and clung as
stubbornly as the fog to the hilltops. I had called Peter once since coming to Inverness…He had
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left me three months ago, though I was often surprised by how much time had passed, the pain
still so immediate” (83). First, van den Berg shows that Emily is lonely; next, Emily confronts
this loneliness by calling Peter, who is the source of her loneliness. Emily still feels the pain as
fresh and sharp. That the pain is still “so immediate” (83) means that Emily still has to work
through this loss. The protagonist directly faces her source of pain as “[she] had called Peter”
(83) on the phone. Near the end of the story, Emily writes a letter to Peter asking him, “How is it
that [he] [is] already leading a different life?” (101). The letter represents a direct communication
with the source of her pain and therefore she is confronting it by writing and asking Peter this
question. Confronting Peter is not the only way that Emily tries to work through her breakup
during her stay in Inverness.
Emily faces her loss through the other characters in the story. By observing and analyzing
Sarah and McKay’s relationship, she reflects on her own failed relationship with more insight.
Emily has to face her own relationship as she gets to know Sarah and McKay’s. McKay’s
obsession with the monster, and Sarah’s dedication to their relationship despite it, gets Emily
thinking about Peter and her own life. Sarah says that certain things she can put up within her
relationship with McKay but not others. She struggles to talk about why she has stayed with
McKay as there are obvious issues that have been hard to cope with. After she hears Sarah’s
opinions and struggles with McKay, “[Emily] wondered what it was about [her] that Peter had
decided he couldn't get used to” (87). As she gets to know this couple, she begins to compare her
past relationship to theirs. Sarah’s insight here helps Emily ask herself why things did not work
out with Peter. In this passage, Emily uses Sarah’s model to put herself in McKay’s role and
Peter in Sarah’s by stating there were things she did that Peter could not deal with. Further, when
Emily considers Sarah and McKay she says, “There was unhappiness, I could tell, and yet I
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longed to know what held them together, as though that could give me some sense of how to set
about repairing my own life” (104). Here Emily looks to Sarah and McKay’s relationship as a
type of guide that she feels she can learn from and start “repairing [her] own life” (104). While
she observes their relationship, she is simultaneously confronting the pain of her breakup by
questioning and looking for answers to help her put her life back together.
Emily’s hunt for the Twinflower and Mckay’s hunt for the Loch Ness Monster parallel
not only themselves but also Emily dealing with her failed relationship. Emily is hunting for
answers as to why her relationship ended by comparing herself to Sarah and McKay’s
relationship. Simultaneously, she is also hunting for the flower and observing McKay hunt for
the monster. So, the themes of hunting and searching are prevalent and interwoven in this story.
When Emily eventually finds the flower, the moment falls flat and is not how she expected it
would be. The flower is a poor specimen. She “realized [she] could continue looking for the
brilliant specimen [she’d] envisioned, could still have everything Dr. Edgevale had described”
(100). Through being let down by the flower, she begins to form a new perspective on her
searching and longing, her expectations, and her pain from her loss. Van den Berg imbues the
lines with some positivity: this is the idea that Emily does not have to settle for disappointment,
that she can keep searching, not just for the flower, but for a relationship, and that there is a
chance to have that moment of feeling like time stands still that she read Dr. Edgevale
experienced.
She uses Peter, Sarah and McKay, and the hunt for the monster and the Twinflower to
help inform and answer her own confusion and pain from her breakup. These elements are all
part of her transformative journey. Though the idea of healing is ambiguous here, there is a
spoonful of hope that van den Berg interjects in the last lines when Emily “looked at Sarah. Her
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eyes were still closed. [she] shut [hers], joining her in that darkness” (106). There is an
acceptance in these lines, an acceptance of not knowing and finding an amount of peace in “that
darkness” (106). By closing her eyes, and “joining her” (106), Emily resigns herself, like Sarah,
to the ambiguity. Through coming face-to-face with her loss, Emily has begun her transformative
journey possibly into healing.
In the story “Graceland” by Claire Vaye Watkins, the protagonist, Catie, faces her
neglectful mother’s death through her anxieties about the downfall of the natural world,
memories of her mother, and her worry for her sister and her unborn niece. Catie remarks that
“Our mother killed herself six months ago, and Gwen thinks I should start letting myself be
comforted by the natural world” (266). Watkins reveals late in the story that the mother had a
mental illness and possible addiction. Due to their mother, their childhood was a painful one, and
now Catie must deal with her suicide. Catie’s sister believes that the natural world will help heal
Catie; however, the more Catie learns about the natural world, the more anxiety and sadness she
experiences and the more she thinks about death and pain. The lines above relate the mother’s
suicide to the natural world. By suggesting that Catie use nature to help her cope with her
mother’s death, now these brushes with nature remind her of why she needs to be comforted.
Catie opens the narration with, “All the great land mammals are dying…African elephants are
going thirsty…Polar bears are drowning” (265). She goes to the zoo and cries when she sees a
rhino rubbing its horn down on a fake mud hill (266). Here Catie’s thoughts about the natural
world, which was meant to comfort her, only remind her of death. Watkins parallels the abuse
and loss of Catie’s mother to the destruction of the natural world through Catie’s sadness. Catie
works through her pain and confusion with her mother through her sadness for the destruction of
the natural world and its land mammals as she “fear[s] someday soon people will be the largest
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land mammals on the planet” (268). Her sadness for the loss of the natural world also mirrors the
sadness and confusion over her childhood and the loss of her mother. Throughout the story, Catie
is plagued by thoughts of death and destruction. She visits the old Sutro Baths and learns of two
recent drownings and she “can’t stop thinking of the drowned boy and his drowned step-father”
(267). That she “can’t stop thinking” (267) about these deaths shows how fixated Catie is on
death and how the loss of her mother continues to haunt her. This fixation acts as a way for Catie
to confront the pain from her childhood and the loss of her mother as these deaths parallel her
mother’s suicide.
Catie’s experience with her mother is an undercurrent in the story driving how Catie
interacts with the world, and where she is on her transformative journey. Catie views her mother,
and in turn society, in a negative light as she imagines herself speaking to her unborn niece and
telling her that “There are adults in this world who will never think of anyone except themselves.
Your grandmother, for example…Yes…there are adults with cold, hard hearts, little niece, but
there are no more elephants” (278). The mother is revealed to be selfish using the phrase “Your
grandmother for example” (278). Then the mother is lumped in with those that have “cold, hard
hearts” (278), proving that Catie sees her mother as selfish and unfeeling. Her negative view of
society is present as she says that these cold-hearted people exist “but there are no more
elephants” (278). Elephants in this story represent nature and purity, as with Dumbo and his
mother, as opposed to the people that Catie refers to. The fact that the elephants are gone but bad
people still are in the world shows Catie’s fatalistic and nihilistic worldview. After her mother’s
suicide she has re-examined herself and society and has found death and evil.
When Catie and her sister Gwen go to collect their mother’s things from Las Vegas, Catie
directly confronts the pain of growing up with her mother. She remembers coming home and
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finding her mother in the backyard playing the album “Graceland” on repeat, ignoring her
daughters. Catie states that “our mother stays in bed for reasons we won’t begin to understand
until we are older, until a hole is opened in us that can’t be filled. Which is to say, until now”
(279). Watkins gives a bit of hope when Catie says, “until now” (279) meaning that there is a
chance that the wounds from their mother can heal.
Catie’s dreams about her mother provide more insight into her complicated feelings
towards her. She says that “in these dreams…I am never angry that my mother didn’t call, just
grateful she is alive and that the confusion is cleared up. And then, when I wake, all that grace is
gone” (280). In a dream state, Catie is not angry with her mother, but awake “all that grace is
gone” (280). Her refusal to forgive her mother shows Catie’s deeply rooted anger towards her
that she still has not worked through. The dream of her being happy with her mother shows that
perhaps part of Catie wanted to have a good relationship with her mother and be able to move
on, but the returning anger gets in the way of Catie fully wanting this reunion. This anger is part
of Catie’s transformative journey as she is finding her way through the pain and confusion that
comes with it.
One other way Catie faces her pain is through her anxiety about her sister and her unborn
niece. She worries for their welfare especially when her sister starts to obsess over their mother,
playing her records and doing things the mother used to do. Catie realizes that she is “the only
one in Gwen’s life who can see what she is doing. [They] have no one else” (279). Through
worrying about her sister becoming like their mother, Catie has to face the pain their mother
caused them as children She claims that the two sisters “have no one else” (279) to help them
avoid the destructive path their mother took and so she takes in upon herself to be that person.
She fears that the cycle will continue with her niece and Catie wants to tell her sister, “You have
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to quit this and go back to normal and have a baby…who won’t have to worry about her mother,
who will be loved and never alone” (279). Through wanting to tell her sister these things, we see
the turmoil of anxiety that Catie is facing. That Catie wants Gwen to have a child “who won’t
have to worry about her mother” (279) shows how the two sisters did not have this experience.
Catie reveals that she wants her niece to “be loved and never alone” (279) unlike how her mother
treated her and her sister. The phrase “go back to normal” (279) indicates that her behaviors have
been abnormal and in line with how her mother acted and reveals then that because of their
mother’s behavior, the two sisters felt worried, unloved, and alone in their own childhood. Catie
realizes that the sisters need each other, mainly that she needs Gwen. Catie wants to say to
Gwen, “I know you are slipping out to sea. Please don’t go. Don’t leave me on land by myself”
(282). Though Catie does not communicate this fear, the anxiety is still present and the
childhood fear of being alone rises again for Catie. She worries that she will lose Gwen as they
lost their mother “through slipping out to sea” (282) mentally and that she will be alone again. In
her mind, she confronts her fear of being alone by going to see Gwen even though she wanted to
“get away from here” (281). Through confronting this fear of aloneness, Catie begins to see a
path of healing.
Once Catie faces the loss of her mother through her anxieties surrounding the natural
world and about her sister and niece, she is finally able to see that there can be some type of
healing; that things can be fixed. Watkins ends the story on a positive note where Catie is with
her sister and can imagine several of the once negative thoughts she has had turned positive. She
sees her niece and the elephants safe, the drowned boy and his stepfather alive and “Peter out on
the Savanna with the African white rhino, rubbing ointment on its stump, encouraging the horn
to grown back” (283). Her boyfriend healing the rhino draws back to her sadness over the rhino
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at the zoo rubbing its horn off; however, in this picture, now there is restoration instead of
destruction because he is putting ointment on the rhino and the rhino is back in Africa where it
belongs. Her fixation on death and destruction starts to disappear as she begins to see life instead
of death and nature thriving. Catie has gone through a transformative journey twice in this story,
once after her mother’s suicide and again when she realizes that the people in her life are what
make it good and worthwhile.
Magical realism offers a different approach to dealing with loss. The story “Marzipan” by
Aimee Bender deals with death and grief using magical realism as its conduit. The death of the
narrator’s grandfather causes her father to develop a physical manifestation of his grief through a
hole that forms in his abdomen. In addition, the sadness over the death of the grandmother makes
the mother give birth to her own mother. The daughter acts as the narrator but also assists in the
mother and father confronting their grief as she makes both admit their sadness over the deaths
of their parents. In this story, the character transformation manifests as the physical alterations of
the mother and father in response to their grief as the parents literally transform or create a
transformed being.
The daughter helps her parents confront their grief by making them acknowledge their
sadness. After the grandfather’s funeral: “When they returned, [she] asked [her] father how it
was. He looked away. Sad, he said…Did you cry? [she] asked. I cried, he said. I cry” (45). The
father is shown grieving over the death of his father as he remarks that the funeral was sad and
he cried, but the daughter making him admit this reality is what causes the father to face his own
loss. So, Bender uses the child narrator as an indirect means for the characters to confront their
grief and loss. The narrator functioning in this way can be seen at the grandmother’s funeral
when the daughter “found [her] mother huddled into a corner of the white couch—her head back,
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face drawn” (47). When the daughter, the narrator, asks if the mother is sad the mother says, “I
am sad plus...It made [her] not hungry, the way she said it” (47). The admittance of a sad that
goes beyond sad with the word “plus” brings a sobering note to grief. The daughter claiming the
way the mother told her about her sadness “made [her] not hungry” (47) shows just how deep
this grief is that it can affect a child to the point of not wanting to eat and can alter bodily
functions. Yet again, by asking the parents directly about their sadness, the narrator causes them
to reflect on their own grief.
The physical changes to the mother and father happen in response to their parents dying.
The narrator reveals that “One week after his father died, my father woke up with a hole in his
stomach” (39). This hole is a physical representation of the father’s grief and a reaction to his
death. In his craft book, Thrill Me, Benjamin Percy makes this claim about “Marzipan” as well,
stating that the hole is “really about grief…Grief is about an aching absence and here the
metaphor is made literal” (71). That the hole appeared “One week after his father died” (39) is
telling that it is related to the death and this “aching absence” (71) that Percy describes. That
Bender places these two occurrences within the same sentence shows that the hole is not a
random incident but instead a cause and effect. Later in the story, the daughter asks her father if
she can see the hole because she thinks “it’s cool” (50). The father does not feel the same way
about it “But it didn’t kill [him], he said, and [he’s] grateful for that” (50). Here the father is
talking about the hole in a literal sense, but also about it as a metaphor about the grief of losing
his father as it is the reason the hole appeared. The hole not killing him is symbolic for his grief
not killing him. If the hole is a physical representation of his grief, then the father is talking not
just about the hole but about losing his father as well. The hole in his life from his father’s death
“didn’t kill him” (50) for which he is thankful. In other words, the father states that his grief was
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not the end of him, which is part of his transformation, a new normal without his father. The hole
is still there, but he realizes he is still able to live with the grief, without his father. In this sense,
the father’s transformational journey through his pain has taken him to a place of acceptance.
The mother’s physical transformation is even more terrifying than the father’s as she
births her own mother. The pregnant mother believes she will have a normal baby but is
surprised at the hospital when she births her own mother. After the grandmother is born the
narrator states, “[her] mother stared at the familiar wrinkled face in front of her. Mother? She
said in a tiny voice” (43). This birth of the grandmother is telling of the mother’s grief and that
she was not ready to let her mother go when she died. Though it was a surprise that she had her,
Bender suggests the father and mother’s grief is what brought the grandmother back in this
unnatural way as the father says, “It’s my fault…he lifted his shirt” (43) to reveal the hole. The
father believing that his hole, in other words, his grief, is the reason the grandmother was born
points to a type of grief infection in the couple. His grief over his father has brought up her grief
from the loss of her mother. Now the mother is faced with her own grief in the form of her
mother back from the dead. Evidence that the mother is unable to let go of the grandmother and
move on from her death can be seen with the marzipan cake. The mother saves the
grandmother’s favorite cake from her funeral and gives it to her at dinner but the mother “did not
eat hers. She wrapped it back in the plastic” (53). She is not able to let her mother go even
though she is now sitting right in front of her. Her grief from losing her the first time is too great
to let go of. She is not ready to let go of her mother as she says, “I want to keep mine, [her]
mother repeated” (54). The marzipan cake symbolizes the grandmother as it was her favorite and
the mother is not able to eat her piece. She wants to save it like she wants to save her mother.
Unlike the father, the mother is not able to come to a place of acceptance of her loss. She
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remains tethered to her grief in a different way, unable to move forward even with her mother
technically there. The mother realizes that this is unhealthy as she says to her daughter, “when I
die…I want you to let me go” (47). She knows that because she held onto her own mother, it
created this twisted birth that brought the grandmother back in an unnatural way that she cannot
move on from. By wanting her daughter to let her go, she understands that is what must happen,
that it is not healthy the other way. She however is not able to follow her own advice as she
cannot let her own mother go. Ultimately, loss in all its hues of grief is embodied through the
physical metaphors in this story. Bender gives a physical representation of what loss means and
looks like as a person experiences it.
These stories by van Den Berg, Watkins, and Bender encapsulate what it means to face
one’s loss. These protagonists come to a critical moment, a split in the path. The characters must
choose either to start the healing journey or remain stagnant in their grief. Each one of these
authors heavily informed my own work for this thesis which explores the themes of loss and
grief as well. It was important for me to force my characters to face their loss as the protagonists
do in the previous works. Recurrent themes in my work that work alongside this loss revolve
around nature and the feminine. Nature and animals in these stories inform the protagonists’
feelings of loss and grief and helps them confront it and come to a place where healing can
begin. My story “The Wasp’s Nest” was grounded in place. Not only was Arizona the site of the
protagonist’s family vacations, but it is a landscape symbolic of death and lifelessness that really
is telling of the brother’s death and Evie’s feelings of guilt and loneliness, and her desire to
disappear and not want to live. The story felt a lot like “Inverness” for me. Both protagonists are
hunting or searching for something in nature while also trying to find their own healing from a
big loss, so the idea of searching is compounded here. And the fact that they are science-based
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characters and researchers of the natural world really impacted my writing this story. In addition,
there is some influence from Watkins in this story as well. Battleborn is known for gritty and lost
characters that don’t make the best decisions, all set in a depressingly hot and lonely West. I felt
that I was tapping into Watkin’s characterization when writing Evie and I tried to hone in on how
she wrote about the West and the idea of nature and place in regard to a character’s feelings of
loss and sadness. Watkins is an expert at this technique, and I tried to bring in those aspects into
this story. My character, Evie, is faced with her loss when she sees a man that looks like her dead
brother. This interaction sends her spiraling, thinking about her brother and her part in his death.
This confrontation eventually leads her to break her cycle of medicating herself with sex. Her
transformative journey does not bring her to complete healing, but it is evidence that Evie has
started on that healing journey, and she has come to a better place with her grief and trauma.
My next work “Thru-Hike” is another that was heavily influenced by “Inverness.” The
idea of lore from the Loch Ness monster to the lore surrounding Jane was big for Desi coming to
terms with her loss and grief and for her to open the door to the possibility of healing, or simply
a place of acceptance. When Desi hears of Jane’s own story of loss, it begins her search for
answers; she starts to participate more in the exploration of her own familial trauma by calling
her mother and writing her a letter, much like Emily does in “Inverness.” The setting of the
Pacific Crest Trail was also significant for Desi to face her familial trauma and comes back to the
motif of nature and the feminine. I wanted nature here to become part of the discovery process
for Desi and to commune with her in her grief, because I believe that is what the feminine is
about; healing through nature and connectedness to mother earth and other beings. Being on the
trail and living in nature made her more vulnerable to reflecting on her own life. Even more, I
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especially wanted this to be a women-supporting-women story and I think Jane’s character
connects with Desi on this level.
“King Lear” was a mixture of Watkins and Bender—the gritty West combined with
magical realism. “King Lear” is a commentary on America’s obsession and loyalty to patriarchy
and all its violent and dominating tendencies. The story uses the image of the Indigenous North
American Wild Horse as an example of how patriarchy has exploited and destroyed nature and
the ideals of freedom by using the ultimate symbol of freedom, the wild horse. Facing loss in this
story is less straightforward as it is with Bender’s stories. The horse has been traumatized
repeatedly by man by losing his freedom and is once again exploited by this group of men. This
story tries to show that transformation can only happen when we as a society move away from
harmful patriarchal systems of governing. “King Lear” is one of my darker stories with a less
positive turn at the end. Continuing with magical realism, another one of my stories that employs
magical realism and offers a more positive outlook on healing is “Where the Animals Sleep at
Night.” This piece addresses the main character’s feelings of loss with childbirth and
motherhood through her son’s reincarnation stories and his ultimate transformation into a deer.
Bender was an influence for me with this work as the path to loss is twisted, magical, and not
always “real,” but it forces the protagonist to confront their loss indirectly. This story is a
commentary of society’s move away from a more natural existence and addresses loss related to
our natural bodies that have been removed from nature, and in this sense left without a home. By
the end of the story Rachel is able to see a path of healing from the loss and grief surrounding her
body and mind and is able to begin to accept her son and in turn, herself.
The story “Oh, Mother” was influenced by Watkins and her collection Battleborn.
“Graceland” specifically deals with mother/daughter relationships and mental illness. It was
13

important for me to show the lone struggle of a protagonist with maternal wounds who is
grieving never having maternal love. Both protagonists in each story have to grieve their
experiences with their mothers compounded with some type of loss. Their partners are not able
to come into that space of loss with them. While the means of facing the loss differ, Watkin’s
protagonist with her obsessions over the natural world, and mine through her abortion, both
characters approach their familial grief and loss through these means. Lana’s abortion reminds
her of her childhood abuse from her mother as she contemplates what being a mother would
mean and what her model for that role was. This abuse was a leading factor in her deciding to not
have the child, and because of it she did not think she herself could ever be a mother. Lana’s
transformative journey leads her back to her partner, and to medical school. Though not at peace
with her mother and the abuse she experienced, she desires to put her life back together and
move forward.
“Blue Roan” deals with loss in a different way. The protagonist is mourning the loss of
connection with her significant other and worried that they won’t make it out as a couple. This
story is also set in the Southwest and is framed by the appearance of a mystical wild horse that
takes up a residence outside their house. While one becomes obsessed by the horse, the other
feels she is losing her partner. Being both conflict-avoidant, they put their issues off and speak
around the horse about these issues, finally coming to a head when they are locked out of their
house and the pregnant horse gives birth to her foal. The protagonist must face the fear of losing
her partner by letting go of control over her and allowing her to make her own path, which may
mean that do not continue as a couple. This conflict parallels their journey with the horse as they
must now let her and her foal go back to the wild where they belong.
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“The Rain Rider” was modeled loosely after Bender’s “The Rememberer,” where the
protagonist must mourn the loss of her lover by watching them go through a reverse evolution of
sorts. In an interview Bender speaks about the story saying, “In that story [magic] was a way for
me to write about/think about what loss is and what it means to lose someone” (Bender and
Teiser). Loss is sometimes hard to understand or comprehend, but Bender finds a way to
articulate what it is like to lose someone through magic and making this metaphor bring grief and
loss alive. Both protagonists deal with their trauma through magical realism. While Bender has
her’ deal with the death of a lover through his magical transformations, I have mine confront
their depression and mental illness through the metaphor of their house filling with water.
Slowly, they become a type of mermaid that eventually gets set free. Though I have my
protagonist face their grief through a type of drowning, I also have them go through a rebirth
type of transformation. When they make it to the ocean, it signifies their being set free from the
illness. This transformation and setting free is the healing element that I find so important to
include in my work.
I would not have been able to write this collection without the help of the craft book
Thrill Me by Benjamin Percy. This section of the essay outlines the lessons from Thrill Me that
were most relevant to my own work. The book showed me how to craft stories that captivate the
attention of the reader. Even the small aspects of writing fiction can be crucial to producing
quality work. Three techniques that I learned from this book are to minimize the backstory of
your characters, to create underlying suspense in your stories, and how to make your magical
realism believable. Taking out unnecessary backstory helped to elevate my work in several ways.
Percy explains that an overload of backstory can weigh the piece down and make it a chore for
your reader to get through. It is important to keep in mind what your reader needs to know for
15

the story to be successful. Perhaps as a writer you are interested in these characters and find their
backstory interesting and you want your readers to understand them fully and how they ended up
where they are, but Percy questions the necessity. Percy himself uses very little backstory and
says that “The impulse to explain will insult your reader…part of the pleasure of reading a story
is…filling in the blanks and becoming a participant in the narrative” (90). And instead of having
block paragraphs that pause the story and takes the reader out of the work, he suggests sprinkling
in the backstory while the characters are interacting or adding a little drop of backstory that can
be seamlessly inserted into the story without making a break that jolts the story’s progress. Percy
claims that “stories are about forward movement, and if you turn to backstory, you have
effectively yanked the gearshift into reverse” (90). He takes an aggressive stance on backstory,
and it is one that has helped me with my thesis. My earlier stories like “Oh, Mother” and “ThruHike tend to have more backstory than my newer works where I have been more conscious of
cutting unnecessary backstory.
Another important craft element I learned from Percy was about designing suspense in
your narrative. He talks about planning and mapmaking for stories or novels and that “characters
need a higher-order goal” (78) no matter what. He believes that this goal is what should be ever
present and that “every paragraph, every chapter will be written in pursuit of it” (78). When the
goal is known, then a writer should try to have a grasp on the ending they want to have so that
you are able to understand how you need to pursue that goal in the rest of the story. That pursuit
of the goal is what can create such wonderful suspense for a reader as they are wondering, will
they make it? Will they fail? In addition, he introduces a well-known idea of the worst-case
scenario (80) that the writer should implement in their stories. He believes we should let our
characters hit a sort of rock bottom and then rise, which would be that hopeful ending talked
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about in the rest of the essay. Percy talks about writing and suspense as a type of formula and the
idea that in a story “the opening anticipates the ending” (80) bringing a full circle and satisfying
effect to the narrative, but to do this, the writer needs to know the goal and worst-case scenario
first.
As an undergraduate, I was first introduced to magical realism through the story
collection, Things That Fall From the Sky by Kevin Brockmeier and it opened up my world to
new possibilities of storytelling. As a child I was always entranced by magic and fantasy but as
an adult writer, I did not know how to write it myself. Percy’s section in Thrill Me about magical
realism helped me understand how to approach crafting these stories. He describes the genre’s
capabilities that “fantasy allows us truths that might otherwise be unavailable…we pause,
studying ourselves with awe and care, struck by a new way of seeing” (71). These truths and new
ways of seeing finally puts words to what I had experienced with these magical stories as a
reader that “the weirdness somehow clarifies our everyday struggles” (71) and helps us feel
understood. However, how to craft this magic in a way that readers will buy? Percy suggests the
solution is the idea of the “extraordinary made ordinary” (73) and that the writer’s job is to
“persuade the reader that magic is perfectly reasonable” (73). The question then remains, how
does a writer make the reader believe that this is normal or ordinary? Percy deftly explains that
there needs to be a system of logic that the story follows and that a writer must uphold this
system or all is lost on the reader (74). Percy says that your reader will be more likely to
“suspend their disbelief” (76) if the writer upholds their logic and minimizes the changes in the
story (76). These simple but effective tenants have allowed me to write my own magical stories.
Magic and fantasy can make good literature if they normalize the fantastical and try to make
their readers suspend their disbelief.
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Loss will always be part of the human experience. Each of these stories by van Den Berg,
Watkins, and Bender revolve around loss that the protagonists in turn must face in their own
unique ways. Emily in “Inverness” approaches her pain through realism with lore, botany, and
Sarah and McKay’s relationship. Her transformative journey takes her to a place where she is
able to find a certain peace in the symbolic darkness of her life. Catie in “Graceland” confronts
the loss of her mother and her grief through realism obsessing over the destruction of the natural
world, and through her worry for her sister and niece. Though for most of the story she is
plagued by death and negativity, her confrontation with her grief transforms her outlook and by
the end, she can see positivity on the horizon, and all of the bad transforming into good. In
“Marzipan” the mother and father physically experience the grief of losing their parents through
magical realism. The father develops a hole through his stomach and the mother births her own
mother. The father is able to find a type of acceptance while the mother, though she realizes what
she is doing is unhealthy, cannot come to a place of recovery. These protagonists embody what it
means to face loss, and in my own work, it was important for me to also show this concept.
My protagonists follow a similar path to these others, bravely confronting loss and grief
and trying their hardest to find their way to a type of healing journey and catharsis. To
accomplish this effect, these stories must succeed in what Percy illustrates in Thrill Me. The
backstory in these stories is minimized and spaced out within present moment scenes allowing
for maximum forward momentum as when we get just a small snippet flashback of Catie
remembering her childhood. In addition, the stories craft suspense with higher and lower order
goals; will Emily find the Twinflower? Will McKay find the monster? Bender’s magical realism
makes the metaphor of loss and grieving come alive and offers this “new way of seeing” (71)
that Percy describes. These protagonists are harrowing warriors, fighting for their freedom, and
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showing us all what pain and beauty await us when we face our grief and loss and choose the
path towards healing.
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CHAPTER II
WHERE THE ANIMALS SLEEP AT NIGHT
Last week my five-year-old told me he was a Buddhist Monk in his past life. I didn’t
think much of it at the time—kids—you know. But today he went into detail about his monastery
up in the mountains of Tibet, about his best friend, Akar and the process of making Tsampa and
yak butter tea. When he told me this, we were eating breakfast, he shared a mantra with me over
his oatmeal, you know, from his monk days, Sanskrit floating off his tongue as he pushed away
his tiny Tiger shaped plastic bowl and I told him:
“Excuse me, where does your bowl belong?” I wasn’t about to let him know I was
terrified of him—watching his little body take the dishes to the sink—half thinking he’d mutter a
monk curse at me, if they can curse people anyway, I don’t know the difference between them
and witches. His father was already gone to work so I had no back up, I knew my odds were
stacked against me if anything were to happen. What’s worse is for the past few months he’d
been having sleeping problems. We tried everything, sound machine, sleep sack, bedtime
routine, sleep study, prayers of supplication to every god we could think of. This slip in reality I
thought could have been related to his sleep deprivation. His mind was now going insane at the
age of five—and so my mind was going insane at the age of 37. They don’t tell you about these
things when you’re pregnant, they don’t tell you that your child can be a terror and you can’t
send them back and ask for a “normal” one.
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I have never really connected with my son the way a mother and child should. We have a
strict business relationship—I make sure he stays alive, and he slowly wears me down year-afteryear by revealing all my faults and innermost fears. It’s his father that’s the better mother—he’s
the one that should have been pregnant with him. Oh, he would have melted every time Leif
jabbed my side with his powerful baby fists and woke me up at all hours of the night. In all
honesty, I just didn’t know what to do with him—he was so foreign to me. I didn’t understand
him, even though he was literally part of my own flesh. There was something wrong with me.
I wasn’t the one that particularly wanted children, that was Owen. He wanted three—we
compromised on one seeing as it was me that was putting in the heavy lifting. I hemorrhaged
during Leif’s birth and nearly died. The first time I saw my son he had already been in the world
for two days. Two days of bonding to everyone else except me. Two days of touching other
hands, seeing other faces. I sometimes wonder if I’d had that first contact with him, if we would
have the bond that we should. Like those women who pull their own babies from their bodies,
and in all their wetness and dripping fluid, hold them to their bare chests crying and laughing,
forgetting all the pain and labor, letting the umbilical cord transfer all the needed nutrients,
latching their babies to their breasts and feeding them as nature intended—colostrum—my
colostrum which I had to pump out and dump down the drain. I felt like a fake, the shocking scar
across my belly to prove it. I no longer wore bikinis or exercised in only sports bras. Motherhood
had taken that from me—had taken my body.
~
I was tying Leif’s shoelaces for school in the morning after another night of trying to
soothe him back to sleep—it was my turn last night—when he told me of his other past life as a
deer. From monk to deer—he must have been a bad monk.
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“I got a sharp pain here,” he pointed to his chest, “in front of my two babies. I tried to run
away from the pain, but it made me fall down and then everything went black and now I’m
Leif.”
It was odd to hear of a gunshot from this perspective, like he was actually embodying a
deer. I was sure we had never told him anything about hunting and killing animals. I assumed he
picked it up from some D-bag kid at school whose father goes out every weekend to destroy
nature and bathe in the blood of their victims.
“Don’t talk about those things, Leif. We don’t talk about killing.”
I can’t believe that I checked the toilet for deer droppings when he left that morning. I
know kids can have big imaginations, but up until this point, he’d been a pretty dull kid. No
imaginary friends, no pretending he was a unicorn or anything. He was as literal as literal could
get. So naturally I was unsettled when all of a sudden he developed this vibrant imagination.
~
Leif announced that he was not going to eat meat anymore Monday night at dinner by
screaming the moment I put a piece of chicken to my lips.
“We don’t eat animals. We are animals,” he yelled and started crying over his cut-up
chicken.
“Buddy, you’ve always eaten meat,” I said.
“I didn’t know what meat was. Marshall told me today at school it’s dead animals.”
Damnit, Marshall—I always hated that little punk.
“You don’t have to eat it if you don’t want to,” Owen said, taking the pieces of chicken
from Leif’s plate. I gave him a look, which he understood, and he gave me a look back.
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Parenting is just a bunch of looks sometimes. I didn’t think we should be the parents that let our
kid run all over us—he didn’t think we should run all over our kid.
“We have to give him a proper burial,” Leif said.
“Of course, bud. We can do that.” God love him, Owen gathered the chicken from our
plates and picked up the carcass. “What should we do?” I rolled my eyes.
“Backyard.” We proceeded to the yard, Owen carrying the sacrifice. I wasn’t about to
waste a whole rotisserie chicken on the raccoons. I sped up to Owen.
“I’ll distract him and you go hide it in the refrigerator,” I whispered.
“No way, he’d know.” He’s such a good dad, damn him. So, Owen dug a hole while Leif
picked flowers from the garden and arranged them around the dissected chicken carcass. Once
they were covered over, Leif began muttering in another language, spreading flower petals on the
grave. He took his hands to prayer position at his heart, brought them then to the middle of his
forehead and bowed.
“Namaste,” he said. Owen and I looked at each other.
“We can go inside now.” He turned and ran inside, turned on the tv, dirty knees and
running nose, and monk voice. Owen and I stayed outside.
“Vegetarianism, Owen? Why encourage that?”
“Why not? I think it’s cool that he’s socially conscious at such a young age.”
“But we can agree that he needs to see someone at least, right? I mean, Buddhist monks,
deer.”
He looked at his feet, pushing a stick with his shoe. “When I get to the office in the
morning, I’ll ask Rodney who his daughter sees.”
~
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“I think it would be beneficial if you all went vegetarian with him, you know, show him
that you’re supportive. He’s a serious little guy.” We were sitting in the therapist’s office after
Leif’s first session.
“But what about the reincarnation monk stuff, and the deer—that’s weird, right?” I said.
Owen nudged my shoulder. The therapist gave a cryptic therapist smile that annoyed the shit out
of me and probably means she thought we were bad parents.
“Children often develop vast imaginations and stories as part of a coping mechanism
when things change or they feel that they need something to make them secure.”
“You’re saying he doesn’t feel safe with us?” I said and Owen put his head in his hands. I
didn’t get it apparently—I never do.
“Not really, but in a way. It could be something that happened at school. The big thing
that you all need to show him is your support—he needs to know that you are there for him and
he can talk to you if he needs to.” She paused. “Show an interest in the things he has started
focusing on, like the monk and the deer. You may find it a bonding experience.”
So, I started asking him questions about his monk and deer selves per the therapist’s
suggestion. She said we should encourage this as it is a natural part of their development. I
decided to leave work early on Wednesday and pick him up from school for ice cream. Usually it
was Owen who did these things, but I was determined to make a connection with him.
His mouth was full of chocolate ice cream; it ran down his chin and dripped onto his
polo shirt but I didn’t say anything about it, I just let him eat. The shop was local, organic, and
had vegan options in case he wanted it. It was nice out, the rain had stopped finally, so we sat
outside on the black iron table and chairs and watched the people walking and riding by, with
dogs and babies.
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“So, what did you like most about being a monk and a deer?” I looked up from my bowl
of untouched vanilla. He thought for a moment then placed his spoon down and clasped his
sticky hands together.
“I liked to ring the gong and see the mountains, the gong made you feel like your whole
body was full of bees. But being a deer was more fun because I got to do anything I wanted. I
miss it.” He resumed eating his ice cream and kicking his legs back and forth. I became curious.
“Do you wish you were still a deer?”
“Yeah, guess so.” He shrugged his shoulders then scratched his nose. After this he only
really talked about being a deer; apparently his monk life wasn’t interesting enough to him
anymore.
I started researching reincarnation, specifically stories about children who talked about
their past lives. I was surprised to find that there were a growing number of accounts. Some
people believed them, some didn’t—same story with everything. I was shocked however mostly
by the accuracy of some of these accounts. Children describing the intricate details of their life as
a Samurai without having previous knowledge of such things. I wasn’t saying I drank the tea, but
honestly, the tea started to look really good. Many of these accounts were posted on personal
blogs. Some were even dedicated to their kid’s stories of their past lives. I commented on one
blog, Naomi the Elephant Girl, by someone named Adriana L. and asked what she did when her
girl started telling her about her past life. She answered immediately.
“We started asking a lot of questions, and above all, we didn’t treat it like a joke. Now I
can 100% say that my wife and I believe her.” Reincarnation was not something I had spent
much time thinking about before Leif’s stories. For whatever reason, I latched onto it.
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A year after Leif was born, I was diagnosed with post-partum depression. My work at my
consulting firm took such a hit that I had to step down from my executive role to focus on my
recovery. I supposed I always blamed Leif for that—it wouldn’t have happened to a man—in
fact it didn’t happen to Owen. No, it happened to me. I was angry knowing that my male
coworkers with children were advancing beyond me just because they didn’t have the burden of
childbearing. Being at home with Leif was no better. I resented him, but felt it would be
ridiculous to send him to day care when I was technically able to care for him. There were days I
remember staring at him for hours just wishing he would disappear and my life could go back to
how it was before.
I fought to get back to where I was in my job, but there was something missing in me, I
couldn’t describe it. Sometimes when I looked at Leif, I got a sense that I could see in him the
thing that had gone missing in me. I wanted it back so much sometimes I had the urge to claw it
out of him but I wouldn’t know where to look for it. It was just a sense of what had been taken
from my body, or was it my soul, that I couldn’t get back.
~
On Friday I got a call from the school saying Leif had pooped on the playground. I asked
them if it looked ‘deerish.’
“Define ‘deerish,’” they said. I quickly looked up photos of deer poop on my phone.
“You know, like pellets,” I said.
“I’ll ask Diane, she saw it.” A pause. “Diane says, yes, it was deerish poop.” I told them
he had digestion issues that they didn’t seem to care about. They told me to come down right
away and get him. Apparently, they drew the line at feces. “And actually, we need to talk about
some other incidents that have been happening.” She said “other incidents” like we were talking
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about a dog that was humping all the other dogs at doggy day care. Owen was away on business,
so it was up to me.
I sat in the waiting room of the principal’s office and felt that familiar pit of dread in my
stomach, as if I was a child, about to be punished for mouthing off to the teacher, again. I was a
little punk, I won’t lie. Up until now, I thought Leif was the opposite of me—perfect. The smell
of crayons in a contained area hit my senses. The students’ artwork hung along the walls, not an
inch of blank space left without a shitty giraffe with three legs, or a dog that just looked like a
blob with a rouge eye coming out of one ear. Kids didn’t get anatomy, none of these creatures
would even be able to walk if they were real. I didn’t get the appeal and decided that kids are
pretty bad artists for the most part. A smiling man poked his head out from behind the desk and
told me I could go in to see the principal.
“We have a bit of a problem, Ms. Evans.” The principal looked concerned as I sat down
in front of her desk. Her office was crowded, stacks of papers and boxes. She wore a pantsuit,
but the dark circles under her eyes gave her away.
“And what’s that?”
“Leif has been involved in multiple incidents, and we didn’t think it was serious until
today when he used the playground as well, a toilet.”
“Again with the incidents. Can I have specifics, please?” The principal took out a file.
“He seems to have no regard for proper social and school rules. For instance, two weeks
ago he started eating a classmate’s worksheet in class. A day after that, he was collecting and
eating acorns on the playground, where he got other children to do the same. One classmate
actually got sick.” She flipped the page, sighing. “Last week he was telling the teacher he didn’t
have to listen to her, then just about every day I’m told he scratches himself very disruptively
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and says he has fleas. The teachers tell me he even uses the table and other students as scratching
posts, and now, this.”
I wasn’t mad, I was mostly curious. When he got in the car, he looked out the window the
whole way and I wondered what he was thinking.
When we got home, he wanted to go to the backyard. Our yard is forested, the type of
yard I wished I had as a kid growing up. There’s no gate and the back portion is wild and
overgrown. There was an autumn chill in the air, spider webs were popping up on every corner
between every walkway, so that we had to bat away or stoop under to avoid. My father told me
years ago that you know fall is coming when you start seeing spider webs everywhere.
I got a jacket and joined Leif in the backyard. He went straight for the wild section and I
saw him put something in his mouth. Getting closer I saw he was eating acorns and the leafy
parts of some plants. I followed him and let him do his thing. Maybe I was a bad mother for
letting him eat acorns, but it looked like he knew what he was doing and there were some plants
he avoided entirely. I felt like I was going crazy, but I just wanted to understand him.
“How do you know which ones to eat and which ones not to?”
“My deer mother taught me when I was a baby.”
I started to wonder about what my past life would have been, not that I believed in past
lives, but I still wondered.
“Leif, who do you think I used to be?” At this, he left his foraging with a fist full of green
acorns and leaves and walked over to where I was kneeling in the grass and pine needles. He put
his free hand on my face and looked into my eyes.
“I think you were someone really sad and lonely and it was so big that it followed you
here.” Jesus, maybe he had been a monk. He stood there and I put my arms around him and
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hugged him to my body—needing to feel something living close to me. He rested there only a
few seconds before squirming out of my grip and running off into the trees.
No one told me about post-partum depression. I didn’t have anyone to reassure me that I
was not broken. I still felt as though I had no one to tell me these things. There was part of me
that believed I would never find my missing pieces—that they had been scattered across the
globe and nothing short of a Tolkien-like journey could procure them back to me. I was
rebuilding, but from what? I had tried all the medications. Nothing helped. And then there was
the part of me that Leif had just opened, that believed I had always been doomed. Something I
had done in a past life had karmically cursed me in my subsequent lives. I was at the point where
I’d believe anything.
Owen called and said he was driving back. I told him Leif had pooped on the playground
and was currently eating acorns.
“You don’t seem mad.”
“Not mad, more curious than anything.”
“Hang in there, we’ll get through to him, love you.”
“Love you. Hey, O—do you think I’m a sad person?”
“Rachel.” He paused. “We’ve always known you weren’t the happy peppy type.”
~
I swear, on Saturday morning I woke Leif up for breakfast and there was something
different about his face than when I put him to bed. I couldn’t explain it—he was different
somehow.
“Do you have friends at school?” I asked him while he played with blocks in the living
room.
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“Not really, I just play by myself.” He knocked down the tower he’d built and started
cleaning up the rubble.
“Are the other kids mean to you?”
“Sometimes they call me weird. My teacher thinks I’m weird too.”
“Well, I like your type of weird, buddy.” I smiled and ran my hand through his thin hair.
Later, I picked up a picture book about deer at the store that day so that night after I had
given him a bath, Owen and I lay in his bed and read the book to him. It was rare that we did
this, sitting there as a family. It was rare that I felt good doing this; I felt more like a mother with
my son laying against me and reading about the different types of deer and my husband behind
us, me leaning against his weight, him encircling us with his bigness. We were a family. Leif
laughed at every page. I had never seen him so engaged with a book before.
“Oh, mom, look at that. One day, I’ll have points like him.” He pointed to the antlers on
the buck on the next page. Owen laughed.
“I wonder if antlers can do this.” As he reached over and tickled Leif’s sides. Leif
screamed, put his arms around me and squeezed tight.
“Save me, mom,” he yelled. I hugged him back, protecting his body and laying kisses on
his head, soaking up the feeling of being a mother. I smiled at Owen and wished I could freeze
this moment—pause it like a movie. I wished I could keep it in a cabinet to play it back over and
over again and make my chest swell each time, make me not feel so sad—so alone. It happens
out of nowhere sometimes, the sad. If only I could bottle up some of this feeling and use it when
I needed it. Just a drop would do.
It was midnight when we heard the downstairs door sensor beep. Owen and I went
downstairs to find the back door wide open. Out in the grass, Leif had dragged out his blanket
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and was sleeping in a heap on the ground. Owen ran out and got him, carrying him back into the
house. Leif woke and started crying, begging to go outside. We had to stay up with him reading
the deer book until he finally fell asleep again. That morning Owen went out and bought chain
locks for the doors—we both felt like shit, we needed sleep.
In my research on reincarnation and karma, I learned that the Buddhist life cycle is called
Samsara. Life, Death, and Rebirth all connecting to the karma you produce from each life. If you
live a “good” life, your karma is good, “bad” and your karma is bad. Your karma determines
what or who you will be reborn as. I thought about my life; my karma was surely bad until this
point. Not murderer bad, but I definitely wasn’t Mother Theresa. Karma reminded me of the
Catholic teachings I grew up with: do good so that you will get something good in return. I just
didn’t see the purity in doing good just to get into heaven. On the opposite side, maybe humans
are so messed up that they need threats to be good people.
I wondered if it was too late to change my karma. Was it already my fate to be miserable
in my next life? The thought made me want to give up. I was so tired of being miserable. Was it
bad karma to be sad about nothing in particular—to be sad about having too much and feeling
like it’s all nothing, useless—that you are useless? Does depression get you reborn into a toad?
No, that’s not it—but maybe instead, depression makes your life more sacred. To be latched to a
burden—to struggle just to live is your own good deed to the world, to take this weight and bear
it yourself—to fight to see the light that others don’t notice. This awareness of the dark is what
purifies us. We live in the dark so others can thrive in the light.
~
On Sunday, his ears started changing, growing a thin fuzzy down. They looked bigger
than before, ever so slightly curved. His nose was noticeably wider. He seemed happier than he
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had in a while and spent the entire day outside. When I called for him to come in for his dinner,
completely vegetarian now, which I actually started to not mind, he came running up.
“Can I sleep outside?”
I said, “No. We sleep in beds.”
“There are beds outside, I like outside. I feel better there. I used to sleep outside. Why
can’t I now?”
“Well now you don’t sleep outside—you have a bed inside. We’ll go camping soon and
then you can sleep outside.”
~
By Monday he had started growing a thin fawn-colored fuzz on his body, just more than
normal. I dressed him in a beanie, long sleeves and long pants. He didn’t want to go to school but
I told him if he was brave, we could go camping over the weekend and he could sleep outside.
I was in a meeting with my new clients when my assistant rung in to say that the school
couldn’t find Leif. Even last month I would have been mad at him for messing up my meeting,
but I wasn’t—I was only worried about him. I handed the meeting over to my coworker and
rushed to the school to find the police and Owen already there. Apparently after morning recess,
he didn’t come back in with the other students. They think he slipped through a gap in the fence.
“I’m so sorry,” said the principal. “The recess teacher on duty had to break up a biting
fight that broke out and we think that’s when he ran away. We checked the whole building.”
The officer cleared his throat.
“Most likely he tried to run home, or he is near by the school. We’ll have a couple
officers looking here and I suggest we go look around your neighborhood and all possible routes
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to your house.” He paused. “We really need to find him before the sun goes down and the
temperature drops.”
We looked all afternoon, driving around our neighborhood, calling for him, driving all
the routes we took to school. It started to get dark, and I could feel the cold in my lungs, the crisp
air was like a death sentence. Owen broke down and I wanted to as well. We were sitting on the
back of the fire truck drinking coffee in Styrofoam cups.
“What if,” he started to say, tears in the corners of his eyes.
“Don’t even think that. We’ll find him.”
It was midnight when we went back to our house, hoping that this time, he would run
around the corner into our arms. We couldn’t sleep. The police were searching the city and our
neighborhood, and had posted an officer out front overnight and put out a missing child alert.
We’d called everyone we knew to help look and they were out scourging the neighborhood. I felt
like it was wrong of me to take a break, to sit down when my child was still out there. I put on
my winter hat, gloves, a warm jacket.
“Where are you going to look?”
“Out back again, he’s been obsessed lately.”
“I’m coming too.” We brought flashlights, called his name, tramped through the
overgrown brush, the thorny vines capturing our feet, leaves crunching beneath us. We could see
our breath in the beams of the flashlights.
It was another hour before we found him huddled under the bushes and brambles in the
back yard. He’d wedged himself so far deep in the branches, we could barely make out his
reflective dinosaur jacket I’d put on him that morning. Owen gently picked him up and took him
out from under the bushes. He was breathing, warm even, his gangly body, spindly legs and too33

big ears. He was fast asleep, sleeping better than he had in months. We laid out the cushions
from the patio furniture in the grass, took some blankets from the couch and put Leif between us.
Owen took my hand across our son’s small body and our gaze met over the rise and fall of his
fawn spotted coat. Leif turned and nuzzled close to me, I rested my head on his, breathing in his
soft wild smell. I held my family in my arms, knowing I was not strong enough to keep them,
and closed my eyes to all the noises of the animals at night.
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CHAPTER III
THE WASP’S NEST
Evie drove the rental car to the outskirts of the Tonto National Forest towards the Four
Peaks Wilderness, while Tom prepped the thermal imaging camera and the radio played some
lonesome country songs occasionally crossed with death metal. Their game was to guess the
moment it would switch genres, shouting, “Now!” Then he would bang his head in the air when
the death metal came on and drum his fingers on the dashboard. Evie playfully pushed his
shoulder. Even though he was married with three children, Evie decided weeks ago that she was
going to try and sleep with him.
The landscape was barren, shifting gradations of tan—rocky outcroppings and sad dried
shrubs mixed with low crawling cactus. The car was encased in rocky hills, and four tall peaks
with muted green coloring rose in the distance. Evie had memories of the desert, family
vacations that passed through Native American reservations, the tribes selling handmade jewelry
on the roadside, which had always both intrigued her and made her feel sad. In the desert you
couldn’t escape the idea of death, and she wasn’t sure if this trip had done anything to change
that impression. Looking out the window, she no longer felt the happiness of the moment before.
She could feel the water being drawn out of her body by the heat. The vegetation slowly dried
out. Part of her wanted to drop a cigarette butt in the tuft of Whitehorn Acacia—finally set it on
fire, speed up the dying, put it all out of its misery. The desert, she decided, was for burning.
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But she had a job to do today—they were looking for wasps. Evie was an entomologist
and over the past year she had taken temporary research positions all over the country. The wasp
research was her newest assignment and was supposed to last a month. Their job was to find
German Yellow Jacket colonies in the desert and observe their behavior. Up in the distance, Evie
saw the parking lot and started to slow down.
Out in the lot, they found an outcropping of cacti and rock formations about a mile away
and decided that was a good place to start.
“I’m tired of not finding anything,” Tom said. “I hope we get lucky today.”
“I have a good feeling.” Evie tossed the sunscreen to him and winked. She was trying to
get back to feeling like herself.
She brought her foot up on the bumper of the car and tied a loose shoelace, knowing that
Tom was behind her and that her thong was visible through her thin white pants. Evie was
attractive, and this was her game, which she usually won. There was an art to finding how a
certain person should be seduced. Rule number one: find the commonality. The way she first
connected with Tom was reminiscing about being raised in the 90’s. If all else fails, everybody
loved sob stories. Sadness gets people horny like nothing else. So, if her usual routine didn’t
work, i.e. making the other person feel important or special or allowing them to let loose and be
carefree, Evie would make up stories about losing her father, or sister, or her beloved Golden
Retriever, Lucky. She would say anything but the truth. Through these experiments, Evie had
discovered that researchers make good lovers. You become their area of study, and they are
meticulous at learning you. Many can get you off better than even you thought you could. And
though Evie was having fun, she knew this was a gray area—that she had probably ruined a few
homes. She drank too much, smoked too much, and generally had no regard for other’s feelings.
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As Evie was putting the tripod and her body suit in her backpack, a truck parked near
them and a man got out. Evie did a double take. This man looked almost exactly like her brother,
Evan—that same wavy blond hair that he would never wash, a barrel chest, beard. He even
walked like Evan. When she looked again, she realized he wasn’t as similar as she first thought
but she couldn’t shake the eerie feeling of having just seen her dead brother. When he noticed
her staring, he flashed a smile—teeth like Evan. He nodded his head.
“Morning,” he said. Evie froze. After a moment, her fingers started feeling the fabric of
her backpack—the spine of the zipper— and she regained some awareness in time to see the
man’s back as he walked down to the water. Tom hadn’t seen what happened. Evie realized she
hadn’t been breathing, so she took a deep inhale. A wasp flew past her face and urgently landed
on a piece of roadkill—a rock squirrel.
Tom and Evie reached the outcropping in the distance and stopped to rest in the shade of
the rocks. The cacti towered over them, jutting out of the earth like centennials. They were
surrounded by peaks. It was as if most of the land’s pigment had been sucked out by the sun
along with the water. Like an old, uncovered painting that from age had developed a haze over
its colors. Evie thought of painting restoration. Could this be the same? That a gentle cotton cloth
cleaning on the sharp mountains and sparce foliage with hydrogen peroxide and linseed oil
followed by careful brush strokes of fresh paint could revive this tired place?
The pair weren’t far off the trail, but it seemed like they were miles away from
civilization. They sat with their backs to the rock and drank water. Evie still felt odd, like her
body was misplaced, and she couldn’t stop thinking about the man in the parking lot.
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“This reminds me of a family vacation when I was young. My brother was stung by a
scorpion.” She remembered how he convulsed from the seizures, how his foot grew two sizes—
how he couldn’t stop screaming, tears leaving tracks down his face.
“What kind?”
“Stripeback, but he had a rare reaction, so we had to take him to the hospital.” Evie
remembered another part to the story that she had forgotten. She remembered watching her
brother and wanting his pain. She wished she had been stung. She imagined that she would have
wandered out into the desert to a nice quiet spot, laid down and waited for night to come. She
would fade away under the stars—it would have been romantic. Evan loved stars. “The shitty
thing was that I bothered it. I was the one that got it angry and Evan was only trying to get me
away. I should have been the one to get stung.”
Tom and Evie made eye contact and she guessed she looked bothered because Tom
placed his hand on her knee for a moment. She liked the warmth—the pressure of it. “He started
liking insects then, he got me into it actually. He told me what he loved most about insects is
their determination and how focused they are on their one job. I think I connected with that idea.
He moved on to astronomy soon after, but I got obsessed with bugs.” Usually, she could do a bit
where she seemed sad to get her partner to feel sorry for her. But this time it was genuine. She
was starting to feel cracked open—wished she could be alone.
At that moment a buzzing sound interrupted the quiet. Evie and Tom looked at each
other. It was a wasp. The yellow stripes of a German Yellow Jacket flew by and the two jumped
into action. They followed the wasp to the other side of the rock formations but lost her soon
after. They decided to wait in hopes another wasp would pass by. Soon a female worker landed
next to Evie, and they decided to name her Dorothea. She circled Evie and led them to a cactus
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that stood about fifteen feet high. The wasp landed next to a graying hole about six feet up the
trunk and they realized part of the cactus was hollowed out. As they got closer, the buzzing
intensified until their ears rang. Hundreds of wasps buzzed in and out. This was a super hive—a
rare find and something that would make the past month all worth it. Tom grabbed Evie’s
shoulders and they gave each other a sweaty hug. Their faces were close and she felt Tom’s hand
give pressure to her lower back. Normally this would be just what she wanted—she would have
encouraged this closeness without giving up the tension. She would almost let their lips touch
then leave him wondering what more they could be doing. She would expect that if things kept
progressing, they would sleep together that night. But Evie felt an acidic pang in her spine that
told her body, “run,” so she turned away and suggested they get the cameras set up.
Evie said she would go scope out the area while Tom set up the equipment. Really, she
just wanted a moment alone. Her chest felt tight. Loose rocks crunched under her boots. It
seemed impossible to hide in the desert, it was too open—the sky was too big here. When she
was out of sight, she called her brother Evan. She knew he wouldn’t answer, but she wanted to
hear his voice on the answering machine. She wasn’t sure if it would help her or make her
completely fall apart, but something told her she had to hear his voice. You’ve reached Evan,
leave me a message and I’ll get back with you as soon as I can. It was his professional voice. She
remembered when he had recorded this. It took him about ten tries to get it the way he wanted. It
had been a year since the accident, but she was still paying his phone bill. She left him a message
like she always did when she was upset—told him she was sorry for egging on the scorpion that
stung him. Later, she would erase it.
The sun was beating down on her and she pulled her hat lower on her head. A bead of
sweat rolled down her back. She did what she had been doing for the past year, she cut herself
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off from her emotions, and put Evan back in the small hidden compartment that she never
visited. She told herself that he really wasn’t gone. After drinking water, she stood up and
walked back to find Tom.
They decided to follow Dorothea to see where she went. It was as if the wasp knew they
needed her. For some reason she flew low and slower than the rest so that they were able to
follow. It was odd to think her little life was only about work. As a worker, she wasn’t even able
to reproduce. She worked to support the offspring of the queen and then she died. Simple, but it
sounded sad to Evie. She wondered what it was like for wasps—only living for a year. She
thought it might be better. The wasp took them to a grotto with a sliver of water at the bottom.
They figured that the pool attracted insects which the wasps ate, and guessed it was there
because of the monsoons. But it would dry up eventually and Dorothea and her family would
have to find a new food source. This was the ever-present threat in the wild—survival. The rules
were simple, try not to die.
They found a pathway down the rocks and began to set up another camera. Dorothea
perched on a rock motionless. Other wasps started circling the water and Evie and Tom found
rocks to sit on and took notes on their hunting behaviors. A wasp would swoop down and capture
a mosquito and fly off, back to feed the larvae after they had chewed their prey to a paste. They
struck from above quickly. Surprisingly, there were only a few wasps in this gully so Evie
decided to explore the area more fully. While climbing a crack, her foot got stuck and she
tumbled down about ten feet and landed on her left arm. Evie cursed while rubbing her elbow.
Her elbow was scratched but she could move her arm fine. Suddenly, she heard a swarm. She
looked around the corner in the crack that was just large enough for her to move in. Hundreds of
wasps were raiding a honeybee hive that was built within a crack between two rocks.
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Unfortunately for these bees, the wasps had hit a food jackpot. Dead and dying bees
littered the ground around the hive as wasps stole their honey and ate their larvae. This was the
difficult part of the job for Evie. She loved bees. Part of her wanted to start killing the wasps and
get them away from the hive, to save any bees she could. The researcher in her however went to
get Tom and started setting up a camera to record the attack. Honey dripped onto the rocks and
slowly rolled down into the dust capturing the carcasses of the fallen bees. It took about three
honeybees to take down one wasp, so they were greatly outnumbered and didn’t stand a chance.
It was hard to stay out of this natural but violent cycle. Bees were so vital to life and were
endangered. The wasps ganged up on the bees, ripping them from the safety of the hive and
forcing their way into the structure. The bees fought to keep the wasps at bay, jumping on their
backs, only to be bitten and stung and overpowered. A bee fell by Evie’s shoe and she picked it
up and cradled it in her hand. The bee’s wings were golden and glistened heavy with honey. It
thrashed in her palm, wild with anxiety. One of its legs had been ripped off and its abdomen was
partially torn from the rest of its body. Evie clasped her hand closed and held the bee for a
moment, saying a silent apology, before tightening her grip around the small body.
Looking up at the sky from the riverbed made Evie think again of the vacation when she
and Evan were young. They went for a star gazing tour in Antelope Canyon and got to walk
through the slot canyons one night. Evan was so excited. After his death she couldn’t handle
being in that town. Somehow, she had kept it together and held down a research job. She ditched
the pills, replaced them with sex, and kept the drinking, but only at night now. Evie started
taking temporary assignments and had been ever since, not staying in one place for more than a
few months at a time, and no partner longer than an assignment.
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She felt something near her ear and realized that a wasp was circling her, landing on the
netting of her hat, on her arm of her suit, then flying around her again. Evie didn’t know how she
felt about the extent of an insect’s intelligence, but out of nowhere, she wondered if this was
Dorothea and she was apologizing. Could wasps pick up on emotions? Did she know that Evie
was upset? Evie had read studies on insects and vibrations, and it is true that animals give off
vibrational frequencies, so why not?
“She likes you,” said Tom.
“Or she just thinks my bright shirt is a flower.” Dorothea landed on a nearby rock.
“You know, I used to hate wasps when I was a kid. I was taught they were good for
nothing and they were just angry, out for blood and they’d sting you for no reason.” Tom
adjusted his seat on the rock, took his hat off and wiped his forehead. “Funny how most people
still think that.” Tom seemed happy and energetic, but Evie only gave a “mhmm” in return. “I
thought you’d be happy; we just made a big discovery!”
“Sorry, yes, it’s really exciting. I think I didn’t sleep well is all.” She feigned a smile, but
Tom seemed unaffected by the violent scene in front of them, and she couldn’t stop being
haunted by memories of Evan no matter where she turned. She tried to focus on the wasps, but it
was useless. She didn’t want to see bees being killed anyway.
What made her the most upset about his death was that it should have been her. Evan was
the one who loved life. Evan was the reason Evie knew herself—the only reason she was able to
function. He was the one who would set her on the right path when she had gone on a bender. He
was the only one she would listen to—her savior. She understood life with Evan around. A
thought occurred to her—was she just selfish? Did she really miss him, or what he gave her the
ability to do—live semi-normally? The thought made her nauseous.
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After taking field notes and observing the wasps hunting—Dorothea had done well for
herself—they walked back to the colony just as the sun was getting low enough to set up the
thermal imaging camera. Evie and Tom turned on their headlamps as the sun’s light began to
fade and ensured all the equipment was secured for the night. The stars started to come out and
Evie stopped to look as she did every night. It was a ritual for her, picked up from Evan. He was
all she could think of. She wanted to douse her head in ice-cold water until her brain froze. For
that she’d have to follow the plan. First, get to a bar as fast as possible, and second, seduce Tom.
~
Evie convinced Tom to go to a bar for just one drink. They chose a hole-in-the-wall for
the local feel. Evie set down tequila shots in front of Tom. His eyes widened.
“No way I’m doing those,” he said.
“Oh, come on. We have to celebrate—when’s the last time you let lose anyway? You
have three kids for christsake.” Tom pursed his lips, nodded at her logic, and sheepishly reached
for the shot glass. “That’s more like it.” They toasted to Dorothea. This was how Evie liked to
work—tequila could do anything. Though she had felt off all day, the liquor was liquid
happiness in her system and soon, she was right in her element again.
The atmosphere was dark—part of the middle-of-nowhere appeal, Evie thought. Must be
the only bar in town as it was crowded. Old wood-paneled walls. Neon signs and cardboard beer
bottles. The barkeep, Jimmy, was a scruffy man with small eyes and a large belly. He was a big
man, towering over guests seated at the bar. Evie put her elbows on the thick wood worn smooth
from the years of locals sitting down and shooting the shit. She always tried to make herself look
as natural as possible, she’d learned confidence goes a long way, especially in seduction.
“Mamas Don’t Let You Babies Grow Up to be Cowboys” played in the background. She hadn’t
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been in a bar like this in a long time. Again, she pushed the thought of Evan aside and drank
deeply from her beer.
Like usual, when people say, only one drink, it almost never ends up being so. Evie’s
plan was working. Honoring this unspoken tradition in fashion, Evie had made friends with
Jimmy, who turned out of course to be a teddy bear, and much laughing ensued over his war
stories of bartending, and she and Tom were on their fifth drink before they knew what was
happening. When she and Tom were leaning against each other laughing at every word anybody
said, she knew it was time to take it to the next level. Evie was a master at acting drunker than
she was, so playing along with Tom was easy. The trick is to make inside jokes—make sure they
are laughing with you.
Evie ordered another round of shots and turned to Tom with a smirk on her face.
“Ok, time to play a game,” she said. “I get to guess one thing about you, and you get to
guess one thing about me. If I get it right, you have to drink, wrong, I drink.”
“You’re on, try me,” Tom said. Evie noticed his facial hair for the first time. She liked
it—wanted to know what it felt like against her skin.
“You haven’t had sex in, let’s say, wait how old are your kids?”
“Six months, two and four.”
“Oof, ten months give or take—let’s make it a year to be safe.” Evie put her finger up as
Tom opened his mouth to protest. “Before you defend yourself, let me explain my reasoning.
Before your first child was born, your wonderful wife heard about a thing called co-sleeping
from a friend at birthing class, which means you have shared your bed with tiny humans for the
past four years, because let me guess, she felt they just weren’t ready to be in their own rooms,
but really you know she has a dependency problem, and also still badly insecure about her body
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after popping out three back-to-back humans, so you don’t even get to touch her. You do most of
the work because her anxiety disorder causes her to be overwhelmed easily. The last time you all
had a moment alone and tried to have sex, you were both too tired and ended up watching her
favorite show on Netflix. Did I leave anything out?” Tom shook his head.
“Are you shitting me? Is it that obvious? We’re planning on moving the oldest one out
next month by the way.” He downed the shot in front of him, coughing, lime juice running down
his chin as he squeezed the fruit to his lips.
“Oh, good luck with that.”
“I’ll be the man with three teenagers in his bed.” They both laughed. Evie wondered what
Tom was like as a husband and father. Probably dutiful, dependent. She saw him in a different
way perhaps, the dirt, sweating, laboring, waiting with the patience of a stalking predator hiding
in the brush, a hunter—did his wife see that side of him? Evie felt a shift like she wanted to
pounce on something. Part of her wondered if Tom knew she was horny—could he pick up on
her vibrations? Male wasps give off pheromones to attract females to mate with them. The scents
are so specific that wasps of different species will not respond to the message as the pheromones
have genetically mutated specific to each species.
“Well, I think I get to make a guess now.” Tom leaned in closer to her. “I think, you’ve
never been in love. Real love.” Normally she wouldn’t have given this a second thought. Evan
was the only person she ever truly loved. Evie pushed the shot away. Tom feigned surprise.
“Not true. Her name was Rosie and we were deeply in love for a solid decade.” Evie
paused. “She was my family’s Border Collie.” Tom laughed so hard he nearly fell off his stool,
which made them laugh even more.
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Two men playing pool in the corner started arguing about a fair shot and Evie decided it
was time for the last phase of her plan. She tipped back the last shot.
“Hey, Jimmy, we’re gonna go out for a smoke.” Motioning with two fingers around an
imaginary cigarette at her lips. Jimmy waved a hand in acknowledgement. She turned to Tom,
her hair falling in her eyes. “You coming?” Her voice was low. In reply, Tom slid off the
barstool, eyes on Evie.
There was a convenience store across the street. Evie nearly floated her way over the
road, she didn’t look for cars. Her thin pale shoulders peeked out from behind her hair—little
flickering beacons in the dark. She wondered if Tom knew he was in trouble.
Her whole body opened into the heat of the night. She didn’t need to look back to know
that Tom would follow her. The bright neon enveloped her in its glow. When Evie came out of
the store, Tom was standing with his hands in his pockets looking at the sky. Evie opened a pack
of American Spirits and leaned against the wall, putting one boot against the stones. Cigarettes
helped you forget whatever it was you were thinking about before you inhaled, and they made
you look hella cool. And if there’s one thing Evie knew for sure, it was that she was born to hold
a cigarette. She offered one to Tom, and he took it. She liked to see what her research partners
would do when she offered them a cigarette. Usually if they took it, she knew they’d sleep
together. He leaned in unsteadily and let her light it. He had on cologne. Evie knew that smoking
was powerful—like you know you’re killing yourself, but you couldn’t give a shit. Humans want
to ruin their lives so bad.
“So, what’s the real answer? Who were you in love with?” Tom was smiling, thinking
that he’d caught her. Evie thought of which lie she would tell. She clicked her tongue, tightened
her lips, and looked at Tom, shrugging her shoulders before hanging her head. She guessed she’d
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go the sad route tonight. She’d told this fiction a dozen times before—could even make herself
choke up.
“It’s not what you think. Not romantic or anything. It was my mom—she and I were
really close.” Evie made her voice crack intentionally. “Well, you know how everyone has
cancer these days. She lasted longer than she should have, but we lost her a few years ago.” Tom
nearly dropped his cigarette. “She was like my North Star.” Even as she spoke, Evie could tell
something was off about her story tonight. She took a long drag and stared up at the sky. The
stars were multi-layered. She thought about the time she took Evan to an observatory for his
birthday. He taught her all the planets and constellations. Venus was out tonight—the Big
Dipper, Orion’s belt. She could see them all and for the first time, she didn’t feel like lying.
Evie dug her toe heel in the gravel. She was the reason Evan was out on the road that
night. She played the scene over in her head, or what she could remember of it. Most of the story
had to be patched together by friends and family and what wasn’t, she imagined herself. She’d
pissed off the woman she’d been seeing again, probably to do with the drinking and the pills, and
got sad drunk mixed with a few pills she’d bought off the bartender. She had called Evan and
asked him to pick her up, though she doesn’t remember doing so. Perfect Evan, who was always
there for her, came, but she had already left with someone else. On his way home, he was hit by
a drunk driver. While Evan was bleeding out on the road, Evie was post-coitally throwing up in a
stranger’s toilet. It was two days before she was conscious enough to know he was gone. At first
Evie tried to go see therapists, but she got tired of them telling her it wasn’t her fault—that she
had an illness. It was her fault, and she knew it.
“Evie…” Tom put his hand on her shoulder.
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Evie rolled her head to the side, facing Tom. She was crying, hair grazed his hand. Close
to him now, he took her face in his hands and kissed her.
Why is there something so sensual about a sad woman? She knew Tom wanted her—to
feel her under him. Did it bother him that he was just like all the others who took things from
people without a second thought?
Evie pushed her body against Tom’s. Was she going to do this tonight? He wouldn’t
have been her first married person and the past year had been filled with casual encounters. She
always liked sad sex—there was more desperation. Tom had put his hands around her waist and
she was sliding hers down his stomach. Just as Evie slid her tongue past Tom’s lips, a loud bang
and crash followed by shouting erupted outside the bar. Jimmy had just thrown out the pool
players who were fighting. Evie and Tom broke away from each other. They watched the men
push each other around for a few minutes until they decided they wanted sleep more than they
wanted a black eye. This was enough time for Evie to realize she didn’t want this to happen—she
didn’t know what she wanted. Finishing her cigarette, Evie turned to Tom. “I think I better turn
in. Early start in the morning and all.”
“Yea-yes, definitely.” Tom put out his half-finished cigarette in the ash tray above the
trash can. “I’ll see you in the morning?”
“Night.” Evie lit another cigarette and walked off down the street.
She knew she wouldn’t be able to sleep. Instead, she took the car out to the nest, retracing
her steps on the trail from the morning. The crickets and cicadas chirped and vibrated but the
cactus that housed the nest was silent. The wasps had turned in for the night, either lying
dormant in their non-sleep or tending to the growing larvae. Evie climbed up on a flat rock, lit
cigarette, and looked at the night sky. Right as she was picking out the pointed crook in Draco’s
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back, a wasp hovered in front of her face, its thin delicate legs and large eyes staring back at her,
and she wanted to believe it was Dorothea. The wasp moved closer, almost touching her nose.
She could feel the light breeze from her wings on her eyelashes—the vibrations tickled her
throat. It was odd behavior for her to be out of the nest at night. After a few moments of hovering
in Evie’s warmth, she slowly flew away. All her time studying insects and she’d never had an
interaction like that. There was some frequency in the air now—electric and sacred.
She thought of Evan like she did every day and would continue to do, but this time she
felt like he was there with her on that rock in the middle of the desert. She was finally allowing
him to be. If he were here, she would tell him about Dorothea and her family, and he would point
out the rest of Draco for her.
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CHAPTER IV
OH, MOTHER
“Oh Mother, I could never be lost up there. That's my mountain. I was brought up on it. It was
the mountain that led me to you. When I was a child, I would come down and climb a tree... and
look in your garden. I'd see the sisters at work and hear them sing...”—Maria, The Sound of
Music

Andre hadn’t spoken to Lana in almost three days. Not since she’d told him. The
apartment felt cold—though not the cold that simply required the turning of a thermostat. It was
a cold that made her stomach churn and her skin hurt as if she were turning into stone from the
inside out.
They were now practiced at not making eye contact, at not being in the same room, at
avoiding each other in hallways, at not walking in on one another in the bathroom. She wanted to
give him time. He needed time, he said to her three days earlier when she returned from work to
find him alone—six beers in. That night, she’d helped him into their bed, undressed him, pulled
off his shoes, turned him on his stomach, placed a trash can next to him, sat by his side, hand on
his back, until she heard light snores. Then she made up the couch again and fell asleep in the
living room to the sound of the upstairs tenant’s squeaking bed springs.
Did she regret what she had done? Perhaps there was a small part that wondered, that
would like to know, in a different world, what it would be like. If they could live two lives,
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would every woman have one with children and one without? Do they all wonder what a kick
feels like or the scent of that soft baby skin or what it’s like to feed their child from their own
breast?
She hadn’t felt that she had a life inside her. Other than finding herself hunched over the
toilet every morning, she wouldn’t have known. When she realized what it was, she wished she
could throw it up with her breakfast—bits of oatmeal and fetus swirling around the bowl. Flush.
Gone. Done. Nothing to think about. Instead, there was the appointment and then the procedure.
The appointment was uneventful—an ultrasound to see how far along she was. She didn’t look at
the screen. She was told it was too early, that she needed to wait a couple of weeks. Then the
operation was scheduled. She asked if it could be done on a Saturday because she couldn’t miss
work at the clinic.
~
On the day of the appointment two weeks ago, she told Andre she was going out with
friends. Jenn is having a hard time, she said, I might stay with her tonight. She booked a room at
the Motel 6 in a neighborhood Andre never went. She didn’t want to answer any questions from
him—you don’t look so good, what’s wrong?
On that day, she was in the waiting room. Pregnant women sat everywhere around her,
sporting stomachs like planets. Lana glanced at one of their faces, but quickly looked away—all
she could see were bellies. She wished you could slip them on and off. She wished it was that
easy to choose. Try it on and see if you like it, if not, take it off, store it in the closet until maybe
one day you want it again. She thought of the pregnant Barbie doll with her magnetic dome
stomach, and the plastic baby that fit inside. As a child, she would always lose the baby, so she
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sometimes put a mini troll in her stomach instead and pretend that Barbie was in an interspecies
relationship.
The bellies stared at her, threatening to burst open all at once and spray her with fluid—
with babies—all the babies spewing out on top of her, weighing her down, suffocating her.
Amnionic confetti raining down, painting the walls red with their bodies. She became
lightheaded. The many medical school rejection letters from the past weeks swam in her mind.
Lana? Her name was called. She started, got up and walked across the room to a woman
in scrubs decorated with smiling cats. Though the woman didn’t smile, and Lana could only turn
away from what she might be thinking of her. Monster, she supposed. The hallway was poorly
lit, damp, and there was a sharp smell that made her nose tingle. She was led into a small exam
room. Immediately Lana noticed a poster on the wall for some medication. There was a woman
with her arms stretched out and her head tilted to the sky. The inscription read: Get Your
Freedom Back. The nurse took her weight, blood pressure, temperature, and then in a monotone
explained the procedure. It was odd to be on the receiving end of this interaction. When Lana
was the one speaking to the patients at the urgent care clinic where she worked as a registered
nurse, she always tried to smile and make them feel comforted.
The nurse said she’d be given a local anesthetic. And she could go home after, but
couldn’t drive for 24 hours. Does she have someone to drive her? Lana said yes. The woman
wrote in a chart. Here, take this, and she handed Lana a paper cup with a pill—it will relax your
cervix—make it easier. She gave her another paper cup with water. Whenever Lana watched
movies about psych wards, she always noticed that they never gave them enough water to
swallow those pills with. Remove your clothes and put this on, the nurse told her, gesturing to
the paper gown lying on the bed. Then she left.
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Lana slowly unbuttoned her jeans, slid them down her unshaven legs. The sterile air gave
her goosebumps. Her teeth chattered. She put on the gown, which was never meant to fit a
human. It made her feel like she was some kind of medical experiment. After, she unhooked her
bra and shimmied her way out of its straps, her nipples hard, and neatly folded her clothes and
placed them on the chair, hiding her bra and underwear in-between her jeans and shirt. She had
forgotten to wear a nice pair of underwear—should she have dressed up? This pair had period
stains, but they were comfortable. Who knew abortion clinic etiquette until it was too late? Being
a nurse, she knew what to expect walking into a room at the urgent care where she worked. Some
patients didn’t feel the need to hide their underwear, some did. She could draw blood and check
blood pressure with her eyes closed. Here, she felt so odd being a patient.
She stepped up on the metal stool and sat down on the bed, the paper crinkling—her bare
ass on the waxed paper. She was not welcome there, about to be violated then sent off to bleed
on the earth as her punishment for being a woman. Her legs dangled off the side of the bed, not
long enough to touch the floor. She kept her socks on. This made her feel like a child, one who
would never be allowed to be happy. Soon the nurse returned pushing a cart of utensils—a
speculum and a long cotton swab she knew was coated in Betadine to numb her cervix. There
was a pair of exceptionally long forceps.
It was a scene from a military movie where the Americans get captured and they are now
being held in a cold lair. Classical music plays in the background as a cart is wheeled in with an
assortment of choice implements: blades, something to crush with, pull with, gouge with. All
pristine. There is something morbidly beautiful about the way they gleam—how, you wonder oh,
what does that one do?
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Then the enemy walks out—never an American, of course—and you can tell they are
cultured and sophisticated. They like their torture with a dry martini. They like torture purely for
aesthetic purposes. Hannibal-esque. Anyway, she wondered how long it would take her to give
in? She wondered if she would end up liking it. Punish me, she thought. She imagined herself a
martyr for her country, for her people. She would not betray them, would not tell the secrets.
Immediately Lana knew the doctor would not be the nurturing type. Perhaps she
shouldn’t have expected it. When half the world thinks you’re a murderer, you can’t expect
much in the way of sympathy. Though maybe that wasn’t right, either. A woman who does this
work must protect herself too.
The doctor told her several things, probably important, but Lana was fixated on a mole
near the point of her chin. There were three dark hairs growing out of it. Why didn’t the woman
pluck them? Lana didn’t hear a word that was said. When she realized this, she came to and refocused on the last words.
Lana wished the doctor would have told her how it would feel, held up the instruments,
and walked her through the procedure. Were there diagrams she could look at? The want-to-be
doctor in her wanted to know, and she almost asked if a mirror could be set up, but she thought
better of it. She couldn’t relax. Could she really be a doctor? The first time they tried to start her
IV the nurse burst a vein. She said something under her breath about damn small veins and
dehydration. Lana had started enough IVs at the clinic to know that her veins weren’t the issue.
She wanted to push the nurse aside and do it herself.
It was like being high, but the perfect high where you don’t run the risk of paranoia. Like
warm heavy pendants were on your eyelids. High enough to be cool with anything, even getting
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a vacuum inserted into your vagina. To remove it piece by piece into a metal bowl, then
incinerate it with all the other pieces of all the others.
After the procedure, they moved her to a recovery room. It was Lana and six other
women. They sat there, all staring off into space, all together. There was something in the air
now—a truth that they all understood about life—a secret they felt that no one else knew. They
were all new members of this club; a club with a particularly intense initiation rite—a sisterhood.
~
When the procedure was over, they gave her a thick period pad—essentially a diaper. She
was told she might bleed for a few days, spot, while her body adjusted to the shock, pushed out
the rest of it. She stepped out of the clinic a little woozy and tried to orient herself toward the bus
stop.
The day was bright. The pain of the light made her want to be inside, somewhere small
and comforting. An image of her grandmother’s kitchen flashed in her mind—standing at the
counter watching her roll out biscuit dough. It was one of the few good childhood memories she
had. She had just given herself over to the comfort of the image when she noticed people
gathered with signs, one with a picture of a fetus. They shouted at her, Baby Killer, and Psalm
139, among other bible verses. The sounds all mixed together and she felt them staring as she
began walking down the sidewalk. She didn’t look at their faces and hoped they wouldn’t follow
her—there were stories about this kind of thing—protesters shooting up cars, setting off bombs,
killing doctors.
The voices became louder. A few of them had started walking toward her, slowly at first
but then with greater determination. The bus stop was around the corner, so Lana walked faster.
Just as she arrived, a bus was pulling up—her one piece of luck in the whole day. Thankfully, the
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protesters were too far off yet, and with the doors closed, a hiss of the hydraulics and a lurch,
they were off. Her heart raced.
Across from the motel she’d chosen was a gas station. Inside, the cool air of the
refrigerated section hit her like relief, and she grabbed an Arizona Iced Tea. Next, she wandered
the aisles. Something sweet, something salty as well. A tube of Sour Cream and Onion
Pringles—she picked it up, already looking for, ah yes, there. Raisinets. Not to forget, extra
strength Tylenol. Lana dumped the items on the counter and looked past the clerk. A pack of
Parliaments, she said, and picked up the first lighter she saw.
Lana went to the motel, opened the window and lit up a Parliament. She didn’t care if it
wasn’t a smoking room—Motel 6 was a shitty place anyhow. She lay on the bed and inhaled,
coughing on the exhale. It had been years. She felt the rush of nicotine go straight to her head.
Her fingertips pulsed. God, she loved nicotine. How funny that she ridiculed medical
professionals gathered on their smoking corners in their scrubs and white coats—stethoscope in
one hand, cigarette in another. If she ever got herself together, would she be this kind of doctor?
She thought back to the first time she met Andre at a friend’s birthday party after her
work at the clinic one night. She was still in her scrubs and he playfully called her “Doctor Lana”
after she told him her dream of going to medical school. Later, they went down to the diner for
coffee. They sipped silently, traced each other’s hands, people-watched out the window. It was
the type of silence that didn’t ask for anything and was rare and sacred. And when you find that
with someone, you think you can’t ever let them go.
When the check came, Andre folded the receipt into a paper swan and pushed it across
the table to her—its small beak just brushing against her knuckles. “Open” was written on one of
the wings. Lana unfolded the bird’s wing carefully. It read: I think you’ll make a great doctor
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one day. Lana remembered going back home and toying with the paper swan in her hands as she
tried to fall asleep.
An ember from her cigarette fell onto her stomach, and she quickly swiped it to the floor
and stamped out her cigarette. Next, she opened all her snacks, took a swig of tea, crunched a
chip between her teeth, sucked all the chocolate from a Raisinette. She turned on the TV and
surfed through the guide. She wasn’t sure what she was looking for. The Sound of Music
appeared on the menu. She couldn’t think how long it had been, but she remembered feeling
good when she watched it as a child. How do we solve a problem like Maria? The nuns sang in
unison. Her favorite line was when Captain Von Trapp asks her, Fraulein, were you this much
trouble at the Abbey? To which she replies, Oh, much more, sir.
Half-way through the movie she realized something about Maria. Through all that
singing—all that joy. Yes, she saw it in her eyes. Maria somehow knew what Lana had just
discovered: that so much of life makes you feel small and insignificant. That’s why she was a
bad nun, why she never fit in, and why she’s trying so hard with the Von Trapps.
And yet Maria fell in love with the children. How did she know she was ready to be a
mother? How did she know she wanted to do it? How was being a mother making a life for
herself? Would she be happy or after the years ticked on would it slowly kill her? Something in
Lana recoiled and wanted Maria to run away, back into those much-loved hills.
Lana tired of watching TV. She sat in the chair by the window smoking, using the lid of
the Pringles can as an ashtray, and looked out to the parking lot. Two men sat on the hoods of
their cars drinking out of paper bags, and a little girl rode her scooter in circles with a puppy
chasing her—barking at her heels. When Lana was young she and her mother stayed in a motel.
Lana remembers going to get donuts and playing at a toy shop. She couldn’t believe they were
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spending so much time together. Then her mother left in the afternoon, told Lana she had an
important meeting, and to stay inside. To make sure of it, she locked her in the bathroom with a
bottle of water and pack of Chips Ahoy! Lana lay in the bathtub—it was like being in a boat—
she turned off the lights and pretended there was water all around and the flecks in the ceiling
tiles were stars. Her mother didn’t return until the next evening. When she finally opened the
door, Lana watched as she slumped down against the sink, as if the act of letting her daughter out
of the bathroom, when she herself was near passing out, was a selfless motherly act. Lana
remembers sitting next to her and her mother laid her head in Lana’s lap as she petted her
mother’s hair. A hot musty smell hung in the air mixed with cigarettes and dried saliva, but to
Lana, it smelled like love.
~
On the third day Andre wasn’t talking to her, she woke up in the middle of the night to
him crawling in next to her on the couch. She smelled bourbon. She put her hand on his face and
found it was wet. He pulled her close. They lay still for a while, the tears from his eyes soaking
into her arm, absorbing his sadness. The neighborhood dogs started barking in unison as two cars
raced down the street—a neighbor yelled out a nearby window. Then a clumsy hand pushed
down on her hair and into the couch. It hurt but she said nothing.
As he rolled on top of her she knew this was not making love—this was him trying to
undo what she had done, exerting control. Punish me, she thought. Yes, please, punish me. He
grabbed her hips, pulling at her underwear. She pushed them to the side like you do when you
hook up in a dirty bathroom. He fumbled to get himself out. He was rushing, nothing like his
usual, slow, deliberate movements. He lost his hand beneath him and fell on her. She helped
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guide him. He pushed into her—all the way in all at once, something he never did. She winced at
first but the sudden excitement had made her wet.
After he finished, he exhaled once deeply, and let all his weight fall on top of her. It was
hard to breathe. Crush me, she thought, go on. She wanted to be pushed farther down into the
couch by his weight. She wanted to be smothered.
Several minutes passed before he got up and walked back to their room. She was
disappointed. If only he had stayed a little while longer, she could have suffocated and
disappeared. She lay there, feeling his remnants slip out of her, his wetness, his feeble hope, his
despair, his anger at her, now in her underwear, dripping onto the couch—now swimming inside
her, useless, fighting a battle they would never win.
She rose, hand between her legs, and shuffled to the bathroom. She turned on the light
then slipped out of her underwear. She turned on the water, tested the temperature with her
fingers and got in the shower, peed, then rinsed herself off. She closed her eyes and let the water
rush over her face. As she put soap between her legs, she began to rub; softly at first and then
harder until it began to sting. This was the cause of all her troubles, and if she scrubbed hard
enough, could she wear it off? Could she rid herself of all her past? Already it was beginning to
seem like nothing but a tomb to her. Kneeling on the shower floor with water falling on her back,
she grasped the flesh between her thighs.
~
Lana didn’t regret the procedure, only that it ruined her relationship. Most of the
procedures end without complications. Most. But for Lana, a week passed and she kept bleeding
and bleeding. A week after it should all have been safely in the past, he found her on the
bathroom floor crying in a small pool of blood. I’m sorry, she said, I’m so sorry. When she told
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him what it was, he stood in the doorway for a moment before turning away and closing the door
behind him.
~
Lana borrowed a friend’s car and drove out of the city. She used to come to this lake
every week and lay out a blanket and read. Often, Andre would come with her and they would sit
in silence reading or watching the ducks and row boats float by, running hands and fingers over
each other’s arms, laying heads in laps. It all felt so far away from her now, those memories. The
lake was almost an hour away from the city. It was so quiet you could forget there was a world
out there. Years ago they found a hidden forested part of the lake that no one else knew about,
ruffled in wildflowers and blooming shrubs, it was their place. Lana sat there now alone, her legs
crossed, and tried to close her eyes and think of nothing. She tried to focus on the birds, the
buzzing of insects, the lapping of water. She sighed after a few minutes, it was no use. A duck
waddled by with five ducklings in tow. The duck eyed Lana suspiciously. The grass was soft
beneath her and she lay down and took out her pack of cigarettes she bought at the gas station
after the operation. She knew she shouldn’t, but she lit one anyway. She let it hover for a
moment in front of her lips. Maybe she was exactly the type of person she hated. She didn’t want
to think about Andre, but he was stuck in her mind. If only she could let him see inside her. If he
only knew what she knew about life. Lana knew Andre had wanted children, and it was awful
that she had taken that away from him and didn’t tell him.
She stamped out the cigarette and broke it in half letting it fall in pieces beside her. She
suddenly had an urge to swim. She looked around and didn’t see anyone on the water. She didn’t
think you were allowed to swim but she didn’t care. Lana wanted to feel the cool water on her
skin. She slipped off her dress so easily, she hadn’t put on any underwear. Lana stood up naked
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in broad daylight and started walking towards the water. First her ankles, it was cool, the water
was opaque, then to her knees. When it reached between her legs, it was a shock of a perfect
bloom expanding inside her. She sunk down, letting her head sink below the water. For a
moment she was nothing, the surface of the water was still as if it had absorbed her entirely.
Then she broke the surface gasping.
You aren’t allowed to swim in here, a voice yelled. Lana turned to see a fisherman in a
small rowboat about fifty yards away. She was frightened and ran out of the water, trying to
cover herself. Grabbing her bag and hiding behind the bushes.
~
Lana brought a change of clothes and got dressed in the nurse’s bathroom at the urgent
care clinic. She splashed her face with water and wetted paper towels which she patted against
her armpits and between her legs. Sprayed perfume, applied mascara, and looked at herself in the
mirror. Her mother used to say, Baby, you got the face of an angel but the heart of a devil.
It was the evening of day four and Lana didn’t want to go home. She couldn’t face
another night there with Andre and the guilt that was eating away at her. So, she left work and
started walking. It was the weekend, and people were on the streets, kids playing and shouting
over the sound of basketballs hitting the ground in the distance. The sun was hot, it was almost
summer.
As it got dark Lana came to the part of town with neon signs, bars, music, restaurants,
groups of people everywhere. At a club she watched young people streaming onto the street, an
exquisite lack of worry in every movement, as if the hot dance floor had sweated out every care.
Their faces were flushed and pure. Their eyes seemed to not see what was in front of them but
something beyond, something magical only they could see. Lana wanted to feel this way.
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Inside was a neon world of reckless abandon. The bass from the music bounced in her
chest and textured her every breath. She went to the bar and ordered a vodka soda. The drink was
cold in her clamming hands. She squeezed the slice of lime in the glass and dropped it into the
clear liquid licking the juice from her fingers. She stirred, ice cubes clinking against each other,
and sipped through the thin straw. The dancers appeared to melt into one motion, up and down
like waves. Lana wanted to get lost in it. She removed the straw, pressed her lips to the rim of the
glass and drank deeply.
She returned to the bar and ordered a shot. It had been long weeks since she’d had a
drink, even longer since she’d had a tequila shot. The alcohol still burning through her, Lana let
herself be carried onto the floor. Moving now felt nice, the way she could make her body obey
her. She liked to be out with all these strangers—close to them, moving with them. Her body on
display, but her mind safely hidden. After a while Lana let go completely, even forgetting her
reason for coming. A man came closer to her and she let him. He was thick-set and pouring
sweat. Drunk, of course. With a look on his face that was half concentration, half joy. When he
pressed himself up against her, Lana didn’t stop him. This was why she’d come. They were
moving like one animal now—as was everyone on the floor. All sweat-streaked faces and
outstretched hands—all part of some ancient ritual. When she slipped away from him through
the crowd and toward the entrance, she could hear his angry voice swallowed by the music. His
voice shocked her, but then realized anger and disgust towards her were exactly perfect.
~
Lana walked down street after street. Maybe she should have felt scared, but she didn’t.
She carried her shoes, her bare feet on the warm pavement. At some point it became quiet and
she began to understand the dark, more than understand it—enjoy it. When she was young, she
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had been afraid of the dark—afraid of what might be lurking in the shadows. Though as she
stood in a particularly poorly lit road and looked into the sliver of sky past the buildings on either
side, Lana felt more at home than she could ever remember feeling.
At five she caught a bus home. It was empty, and being this alone was oddly calming,
like she and the driver were the only two on the planet. Climbing the stairs to her apartment, her
body ached and head pounded as the hangover set in. In the kitchen she drank a large glass of
water then saw a letter propped up on the counter. It was from one of the medical programs she
applied to. Part of her wanted to toss it in the trash, undoubtedly another disappointment.
However, new words were written than the ones she expected: I’m pleased to inform you that the
Admissions Committee has recommended acceptance of your application to enter our School of
Medicine as part of the class of…. Reading it again, Lana’s first reaction was to run and tell
Andre.
She quietly opened the door to their room and sat on the floor by the bed, the letter
shaking in her hand. Andre’s figure was dark and she could make out his shape under the
blankets. When she settled down, she could hear his breathing and the subtle hum of silence. She
didn’t dare get in with him. Instead, she continued to sit, leaning against the bed with her head
resting on the comforter. She realized how awful her mouth tasted and her skin felt heavy with
dried sweat. A sob welled up from her chest.
Lana turned away and cried, trying to be quiet. Then, folding her legs beneath her and
placing her arms on the comforter, as some do in prayer, she waited. The morning light began to
creep in through the window. Across the room, her gaze fell on the paper swan still perched on
the nightstand with the word “Open” written along one wing. It looked pale and delicate in the
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new light. She could still see Andre’s careful hands making each fold and remember the message
waiting for her inside.
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CHAPTER V
KING LEAR
A horse walked into a bar and ordered a whiskey, neat. He had to pull the stool far out so
he could fit and sat down between Rizzo and Lean, slamming his hooves on the bar. We knew he
didn’t mean to. He looked awkward on the stool. His balls rested neatly on the seat, all black and
velvet, tender-like—I wanted to run my hands along them. That whole area between his legs, the
thin skin, soft and smooth and warm, begging for me to curl up and rest my cheek there on his
hams, like being home. He wasn’t a young horse but still handsome, the spark of his younger
years still flowing beneath the surface. His coat was a perfect fawn color with a dark dorsal stripe
down his spine from his mane to his tail. His front legs also had dark stripes on them like he’d
walked out of a cave painting—a black mane and tail, the tips sun bleached, long, and we all
wanted to put our hands in it. There was something ancient about him. We were all jealous of
him. We asked him where he was from, it’s a small town and all. I handed him his whiskey.
“Oh, boys,” he replied. “I’m from the sea, the sky—that feeling in your gut you get when
you look at the mountains, the spike in your spine when face-to-face with a mountain lion; that’s
where I’m from.” We didn’t know what to say, we’d never met a poet before. But we were all
enamored by him, he was a new life in this dying place. So, we asked him what he’s done. He
cleared his throat, gingerly picked up the glass between his hooves and sucked up his whiskey
with his huge lips as if it was only a drop. We thought we could hear it streaming down his long
gullet. He put a hoof on Lean’s back real gentle. “Everything, boys, everything.”
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His voice was mesmerizing, like nothing we’d ever heard. We shuffled a little closer, it
felt good to be near him. We wanted to know everything, boys. We’d forgotten that we were in a
rundown bar with no air conditioning in the middle of a Nevada summer. We’d forgotten that we
were all alone and desperately lonely. We’d forgotten we’ve never done anything worth a damn
in our lives. We just wanted him to keep talking. I got a pail from the kitchen and poured two
whole bottles of whiskey in it and set it in-front of him. He winked at me. “Much obliged,
friend.” Once he’d had a few gulps, we said, tell us.
He’d fought in a war, he said.
“You don’t know who you are until you’re about to charge headlong into a thousand
bayonets, and then afterwards, you really don’t know who you are.” He told us of battles and
betrayals, secrets, and murder. “The war is all in the mind, you all just have too many of you.
Your wars are world shattering. You need a predator, to be prey for a while. Your lives are too
easy, and you live too long. That’s your problem.” We’d never thought of it before, but we
figured he was right, none of us liked our lives when we were honest with ourselves.
He’d joined the circus.
“I recited Shakespeare while balancing on a beam lit on fire, oh they loved that one. And
that was my stage name, William Shakespeare. Met some fine folks there, but still there were the
ones that thought they owned you.” We were all well drunk by now, except for the horse, he was
only just starting to relax more in his seat. We rested our heads on our hands listening to the
horse’s tales. I poured two more bottles in his pail and told him it was on the house.
He’d saved countless lives.
For years he was part of a search and rescue team in Montana and had saved over 100
people, risking his life to find them when they were lost in the mountains. He’d fought off a bear,
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been sent over a waterfall, attacked by wolves—anything you could think of. “But before all
that, my body remembers when there were no fences, we were here before anyone else like you.
Later, a few of us joined the native tribes, but most of us remained untethered. It was just us, the
earth and the sky. Those were the days.” He took a long sigh through his nose. His strong breath
grazed our hands, blew away the empty peanut shells from the bar, the loose napkins were
caught billowing around each other in the current of his hot air. We realized how big he actually
was. We looked at him again, but this time harder. The tips of his ears moved this way and that,
listening to everything. Sitting down, we barely reached his chest, his chest that looked like it
could take any type of beating, except for perhaps a knife to the soft center where his neck met
the chest in a fleshy dimple. We were drawn out of our trance by the sharp sound of hoof on
metal.
“It was your folks that come down to see us and told us we had to leave and come with
them, that this wasn’t our home anymore. They said they’d take care of us, so we believed them.
See, us horses don’t lie, so we didn’t know what a lie was.” He bummed a cigarette from Riz,
Riz held it for him and every time he wanted a drag, he’d nudge Riz’s hand with his hoof. “So I
tried to live among you, and found out that there are good and bad of you all and you never know
what you’ll get. At first, I was angry, but then it turned into an experiment, observing you
strange people. I wanted to see what you all were like.” We asked him what he discovered about
us. “You got too far away from your home. You don’t remember the earth was your first mother.
You don’t see that you’re all the same.” He nudged Riz for his cigarette. Riz took a deep drag
and exhaled into the horse’s nose, the smoke was immediately sucked up by his large nostrils.
The horse nudged for more, so Riz ran the cigarette down to the butt and gave up all the smoke
to him. He looked like a dragon when he exhaled, smoke swirling around his nostrils in a cloudy
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haze that captured us all inside it. We knew we were in the presence of some type of power. We
didn’t know what got us more drunk, the horse or the whiskey.
“I got tired, there was a clawing in my bones to get back to the earth. I was tired of cities,
tired of people not knowing how to talk to the trees or the grass or the wind. I missed my people.
So here I am, coming back out west where I was born, back to find my home. I’m going back to
the earth. But you know what I saw when I came here? Fences. My family being rounded up by
helicopters and confined by the hundreds, and the grass, there’s none left. It’s all gone. My home
is lost. I don’t even recognize it.” He downed another pail of his whiskey, wiped his mouth with
what I supposed was his knee. “I heard about this place in Wyoming from some of the wildlings
here where supposedly it’s untouched and only horses can get there. They call it New Mother. So
that’s where I’m headed—headed for a dream I hope is real.” We all got silent; it was sad to hear
him talk. We didn't have the heart to tell him it wasn't real. There's no place left that humans
haven't gotten to, but he probably already knew that. We got real drunk after that. He was
starting to fall into Lean a little—he was feeling his liquor now. Lean placed his hand in his
mane, playing with the strands. Riz and I were jealous of him. The horse must’ve not felt it
because he asked us what we wanted out of life. None of us had an answer for him, but we all
thought the same thing. You, we want to be you. We wanted to be the earth and the sky and the
sound of the ocean. None of us said a thing, just took another sip to feel some type of burning.
~
Out in the street we all joined arms, Riz and I put ours over the horse’s back, bottles in
hand, swaying and singing all together, “Wild and Free.” Outside the bar, the smell of us was set
free, now seeping out into the fresh air, old sweat and piss and liquor—the layers of our grime,
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our shirts soaked in the week-old afterbirth of a still-born calf, the pebbled piss stains on our
pants next to the zipper.
The horse felt so solid but so soft, like you could just sink right into him and be part of
him. He had a way of offering himself like that. The horse’s eyes were rolling back in his head,
his lower lip hanging and lolling back and forth. One big sway to the right and he toppled past
me and into the dirt passed out. We looked at him for a long time, all liquor gurgling and wet
eyed. His mane was splayed out like a crown around his head, sometimes his legs twitched, or a
low rumble exited his lips as if he was dreaming. Maybe dreaming of his home, or the thought of
being free again in an untouched world. We didn’t know what you did for a drunk horse. Then
Lean took a knife from his belt and knelt in the dirt. Riz and I were too scared to ask, but we also
knew because we too wanted to do it. Lean started in on the mane, cutting jagged chunks off and
handing them to us one by one until the mane was completely gone and all that was left was a
buzzed line across the top of his thick neck like harvested wheat, a few wild strands left over.
Then he moved on to the tail. The hair was thicker and harder to cut so we helped Lean hold it
taut as he sliced and hacked and slid the knife through strand after strand of the beautiful hair.
The horse didn’t move, just let out a big, long sigh in the dirt, causing a small dust storm
to erupt. We stepped back, frightened of his power, but he was fast asleep, so we moved in again,
cut it off right up to the bone. We split the hair between us, put our hands all through it, laid in
our noses to smell the power, the wild. It smelled like soil and the sun and something else we
couldn’t quite place. We tasted salt as our eyes began to leak into the strands. We had wanted
this all night. Wordlessly, we undressed—leaving our clothes in piles around the unconscious
horse. We began placing the hair on us, attaching it to our heads, hats, we draped it around our
bodies, tied it around us. Getting down on our hands and feet, we started to run, blood spurting
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from our thin palms, our feet—our drunk-limp cocks swaying, batting against our legs, balls
feeling gravity’s pull toward the earth. This is what we had wanted since we first laid eyes on
him. We didn’t need to speak, we became a band of bachelors, we knew where to go—it was
calling to us from somewhere deep inside, some place we thought was lost from us. We left the
horse in the alleyway by the stinking dumpster and stumbled off into the night in search of more
wild—we were still so hungry.
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CHAPTER VI
THRU-HIKE
A group of thru-hikers lounged on the porch of the post office in the small town just off
the trail. The topic of the day was snow. I lay on my pack listening. I thought of how my entire
life was now contained within these fifty liters worth of water-resistant fabric. These pockets
held everything I needed—I liked it this way.
It was high summer in the sunshine state, my third month on the Pacific Crest Trail, and I
had hiked over half-way—all the way to Northern California. I set my pace at thirty miles a day
to reach the end before the bad winter weather hit. The border to Oregon was only a week away,
and I could feel a chill seep through my clothes in the early mornings. The trees were growing
taller—denser. Snow caps posed as clouds on the horizon, and I was closer to my goal than ever
before: The Bridge of The Gods. Canada. The trail attracted devotees from all over. Some came
to fall into nature’s rhythms, others to find an answer to their lives. I was here for a less
existential reason—to document my hike for my outdoors blog. And maybe the was just an
excuse I told myself to make me not feel so hopeless. As if admitting that I wanted to walk a trail
to cure my clinical anxiety and loneliness was too frightening and that it would mean that I was
resorting to extreme measures just to survive living.
For the last few weeks, I’d been hiking with two people I’d met at the previous resupply
stop. On the trail, you get to know people quickly. In a week you end up knowing them better
than even their best friends back home do. Maybe it was the fresh air, the wild sense of freedom.
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People felt more open, more a part of something, connected to nature and others. I had hiked
with two people for the past two weeks: Jim, whose trail name was “The Mule” for his tendency
to have the heaviest pack, and a yoga teacher, Mira. We met at a camp when the groups we had
been hiking with decided to stay an extra night, but the three of us wanted to keep our pace and
continue on. Out here, groups switch and exchange, meet up down the trail or perhaps you spend
a perfect few days or weeks together and never see those people again, but you always remember
them.
So we hitched our way to Burney Falls in the back of an old Ford pickup of a grisly
farmer, the allure of our resupply boxes too strong to ignore. At the post office, Jim was
describing his bear incident to some hikers whose names we recognized from the trail register.
Mira and I had heard this story often and learned each version along with its every rehearsed
intonation.
“I’ll bet you a Coke he does the bear impression,” I said to Mira absentmindedly,
shuffling a deck of cards. She shrugged and placed a king of hearts on the stack, winning the
round. She curled her fingers around the deck and flipped them over into her palm theatrically.
“It’s about a 50/50 chance, so I’ll take you up on that.” Mira tossed the cap of her Coke
bottle in the air and swiped it quickly to her chest. She had won every round this game and
despite her free-love-yoga philosophy, she had a penchant for gloating. At the post office, we
met Jane, the owner. Jane’s hands were tanned and spotted from the sun. When she wasn’t in the
office, she was out in her vegetable garden only a few yards away. The town was picturesque,
pine needles replaced pavement, and it was as if the town merged itself into the forest quietly.
It was my first morning in Burney Falls, and this being one of my longer breaks, I
planned to stay a few more days. Burney Falls was a big tourist destination. The lake and
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campsites attracted families with RVs, canoes, and barking dogs. The resupply stop had a free
campsite for thru-hikers, or rooms for ten dollars a night. I had taken a room. When I picked up
my key from Jane, I lay down in the first bed I had seen in two months. My shoulders sank into
the soft mattress and I sighed, closed my eyes. Soon my thoughts drifted to all the miles I had
walked, and I wondered if it meant anything at all. There were stories about what the trail does to
a person. It can change you. The trail has been known to help its hikers work through past
traumas and return to their lives, in a way, reborn. I moved my toes under the thin sheet. So far,
the trail had taken six toenails from me, but still no spark of divine inspiration.
The small town fed off of tourism and hungry, exhausted thru-hikers like me. I kept to
myself, staying on the tourist-free side, only talking to the hikers when I had to, talking with Jane
more than anyone else. Jane reminded me of the few good things I could remember about my
mother: her copper hair in the Southern California sunlight, how on her better days she would
sing to us. How she would come home from quitting another job and make us breakfast for
dinner and laugh like nothing in the world mattered. I still swear those were the best pancakes
I’ve ever eaten. At first, I loved those days she quit her jobs, then as time went on, I started liking
less and less days and eventually I left the house and haven’t spoken to her since. There was
something in me lately where I enjoyed silence more than any sound or touch. Now, I bit my
tongue in the company of others until I tasted metal. Today a news report was released about the
season’s snowfall predictions for the last part of the trail. The hikers were in a frenzy.
“The meteorologists say it could be record breaking this year in the mountains. We’re
walking into a shit storm,” Jim said rotating his broad shoulders around to face the group. He
was ex-Navy who loved to talk about “the good old days.” The vain part of me wondered if he
had slowed to our pace for so long in the hopes that either Mira or I would sleep with him.
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Suddenly, catching a smell of my body odor caused me to doubt this. He wasn’t as bad as it
sounds though; I’d already seen him cry when we came across a dying deer on the side of an
access road that had been hit by a car. I had to slit its throat and put it out of its misery. Jim
didn’t watch.
“Question is,” said a young hiker eying the others deviously, “who’s gonna have the balls
to cross it?” He had the face of a boy, round, freckled, and I could tell he had yet to become
aware of the world’s injustices—of his privilege. Jane was standing in the doorway distributing
letters to the small queue that had formed.
“If you did your research beforehand, you wouldn’t be asking that question.”
“Nonsense, plenty of folks cross it each year and live to tell.” Jim put both hands to his
hips, chest thrusting out, his throaty voice alarming under the tin roof. “You just have to be
willin’ to take the risk.” Mira roused at this statement, knit her brows together.
“I suppose Jim is right,” she said. “Can you say you’ve finished the trail if you skip an
entire section?”
Jane, hands now empty, leaned against the faded wood of the door. I imagine she goes
through this every year. Each year at this spot, hikers live under the shadow of the snowcapped
mountains, at the mercy of the weather. In bad seasons, a choice has to be made. And when
you’ve hiked nearly 1,600 miles, each one counts.
“It’s your choice to decide what you’ve done or not done,” Jane said, then receded into
the post office.
Seeing Jane reminded me of her garden. Each morning I got up with the sun and walked
down to the lake. On my return, Jane never failed to be out working in the twenty-foot patch of
soil rimmed in bent chicken wire. I always stopped to talk with her. Later that day I found her
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spilled over the earth on her knees pulling up weeds. She didn’t work with gloves. I approached
and she smiled, motioning for me to join her under the pepper plants. She handed me a spade and
went back to gently clawing up a patch of crabgrass.
“Did you enjoy your walk?” Jane wasn’t old, but she placed such earnestness in every
syllable, like someone might when they know they don’t have much time left.
“I was taking pictures of the pines and wild roses down by the lake for my blog. I have
another post due soon.”
“Disarming, aren’t they? The plants are one of the reasons I moved here. You can grow
anything in this soil.”
“You’re not from here?”
“Chicago.” She didn’t look up from her work. I squatted with my hands pressed against
my thighs, avoiding contact with the earth. She told me she had some family there still but that
she doesn’t really keep in contact with them. I wondered if she regretted not having family and if
she liked being alone with only her garden and an endless influx of unhygienic hikers.
~
I had learned to listen to my body the past months, and more than just my legs had been
telling me to slow down. I felt that I needed to be alone. It was a need that clawed at bones and
sent fire ants through veins. There was a constant pit in my stomach and sometimes I was
convinced that I had accidentally swallowed a pebble in my morning oatmeal and it was now
sitting inside, weighing me down. No matter where I went, the pebble was a part of me. Having
this feeling made me glad that my group was heading out the next day. They had tried to get me
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to go along, but I was adamant about staying and made my feet the culprit, that I needed to nurse
what toenails I had left.
I liked the trail for many reasons. The PCT was the best-case scenario for an outdoors
enthusiast. Plains, mountains, pine forests, and breathtaking lakes dotted the terrain. This was
everything I could want in a hiking experience and there was no doubting it was perfect for my
blog. I started blogging four years ago. My first post was on the five must-see waterfalls in
Tennessee. After it had gotten a bit of traction, I approached REI, where I worked at the time to
see if they would be an affiliate marketer and I started blogging about their products. After a few
years, I was getting enough attention that I started traveling part-time for REI and the blog
reviewing products. The PCT was part of this deal with the company. Even in all the beauty,
though, I couldn’t shake that pebble in my stomach. It felt heavier than my pack sometimes. It
started over 1,000 miles ago and I couldn’t leave it behind no matter how far I walked.
Later that day I was sitting on the porch of the post office alone trying to write the letter
that should have been written long ago, when Jane’s assistant, Moose, came out and leaned
against the door frame. I guessed he was in his late 30’s by the faded tattoos and faint shadow of
crows feet.
“You and Jane are getting along nicely.”
“She’s been teaching me about gardening.”
“Just be careful.” He looked down at his hands and seemed to find something interesting
to pick at on his thumb. I gave a questioning look. “Oh, you don’t know? I guess how would
you.” His face lit up and he moved closer and began to talk in a low voice. “Our Jane has a bit of
a history.” I could tell Moose was one of those people who loves to tell other people’s secrets, he
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paused, and I leaned in closer. I realized I was the type of person that wanted to know other
people’s secrets—I just pretended I was better than that.
“What kind of history?” I prodded at Moose. I felt petty, but maybe I was.
“Well different stories circulated, but the core remains the same. Something happened, I
think it was her kid died or went missing. Well, Jane went a little crazy and story goes that she
killed her husband. Guy was found tied to the bed, couldn’t even recognize him she done him up
so good.” Moose walked a few steps away and took out a cigarette from his shirt pocket.
“Keeps to herself mostly, always in that garden.” I really couldn’t believe that the woman I’d
spent time with could have done this.
“Why did they think it was her?”
“All the evidence pointed to her, but she got off. Friends in high places they said.” He lit
the cigarette and exhaled into the air. “You can look all this up for yourself. Jane Pollack,
Chicago murder. You’ll see.”
That afternoon I went to an internet café; my curiosity was too strong. Though I felt I
shouldn’t entirely take the word of a gossip, I decided the story was just too good to let go. I
ordered a coffee and started my search. Jane’s name and photo came right up, and as Moose said,
all the evidence pointed to her. She had no alibi, and her prints were all over the murder weapon.
She had been heard fighting with her husband earlier that day and had written a letter to her sister
telling her how she couldn’t wait to be rid of him, that she got so mad she sometimes wanted to
strangle him. Perhaps all of these things would have seemed normal for two people who were
grieving the loss of a child, who weren’t really ever a good match in the first place. The feeling
of wanting to strangle someone is something that everyone can relate to. But the fact that this
man ended up spread eagle, stabbed 71 times with a screwdriver changed all of that. In one
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article, the coroner said this was the workings of an enraged person, mad, passionate. This was
no stranger.
A link was embedded in one of the articles about the missing child. Arthur, eleven years
old had been missing for three years when Jane had killed her husband. Arthur was on his way
home from school one day and he was never seen again. There were threads of theories that say
it was his father, Jane’s husband that took him, but nothing was proven. The child had
disappeared. I looked over my shoulder, now frightened, and cleared my browser history.
~
That morning I dreamed that I woke to Jane standing over me with a screwdriver. Her
long hair was wild and flying, her face blotched red, twisted with rage and tears. She yelled,
“Bastard, bastard, where is he?”
Later, I walked over to the “Go-Mart” to buy a greasy pre-made breakfast sandwich from
behind the stained, glass infrared case next to the checkout counter. I knew it was bad, but it was
also so good. Standing outside the entrance, I bit into the hot biscuit. I felt that this is the level I
had succumbed to—pre-made breakfast sandwich, not even McDonalds, eating outside a gas
station. All I was missing was a stolen grocery cart full of my stuff—well, a backpack counted. I
gathered a few pocket-warmed quarters from my pants, I toyed with them turning over heads and
tails, thinking. I noticed a payphone next to the ice freezer. I had the sudden urge to call my
mother.
Perhaps it was preposterous to call her up after years and years and ask her if she ever felt
that I had disappeared, like Arthur, and if she had gone so mad with grief that she killed the
person who took me. I knew the answer, but I still wanted desperately to be proved wrong.
Children always give their parents unlimited chances to prove them wrong. I walked over to the
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pay phone and went through a list of all the other people I could call except her. I took another
bite of my mediocre sandwich. Maybe by the time I was dialing, I’d know what to do. One by
one I slid the quarters through the slot and picked up the receiver pressing the black plastic to my
ear. What if I had forgotten the number, but my fingers worked as if on their own—I could
always hang up if I wanted to. I was worried she would answer, but five rings were brought to an
abrupt close by a muffled crack. I heard my mother’s voice like I was hearing it for the first time,
and my stupid mouth was full of dry, shitty sandwich—I nearly slammed the receiver on its hook
until I realized it was her answering machine.
I always wonder if she is deep in the body of an ethereal dream when she speaks to me—
to anyone—a dream she so desperately wants to remain wrapped up in. There’s a memory I have
of watching her stumble across the living room, saving herself with a hand on the edge of a
coffee table, the arm of a couch. If I let it, the moment will make a home in my mind, playing
and replaying. I was a child, so how was I supposed to know? The gas station was close enough
that I could see Jane in the distance as she watered her garden. The tomato plants bowed under
the weight of the water, and I could almost smell their sharp leaves, light and herbal, almost
sweet. I tried to see if I could find any trace of a killer in her face, but all I saw was a woman that
had been kind to me. A thought entered my mind that perhaps Jane cared so well for this garden,
nurtured it, in place of the son she lost. I was called out of my daydream by the piercing tone of
the voice mail. I realized that I couldn’t remember the last time my mother and I had spoken.
What does one say after years of silence? Were there customs for this type of thing? Most likely
there is a book written by an aged psychologist pictured with perfect white teeth sitting in a wing
backed chair, a mahogany bookcase featured in the background, The Art of Reconnecting with
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Estranged Family. Nothing sounded right. Not saying a word, I placed the phone back in its
metal hanger and walked to my room.
~
I had been avoiding Jane all day, and that evening, my companions and I sat on the picnic
tables scattered along the east side of the lake drinking cheap beer. The sunlight softened the air.
We were saying goodbye the way the trail had taught us to, simply, easily, and drunkenly.
Someone by the tents began to pick at guitar strings. Their sound drawn out and reverberant,
mixing with the cicada’s seedy registers. Mira placed the flower crown she had been crafting on
my head and smiled.
“I’ve decided to try and cross the snow. It’s worth it to me,” she said.
“Well hell, I’ll go with you.” Jim paused. “Des, you sure you don’t want to keep the tribe
going?”
“Sorry, I’ve got to go it alone. I’ll only hold you back. There are too many stops I want to
take for my blog.” This was a half-truth that I tried to make convincing but lies were easy to
catch out here and I figured they knew I wanted to be alone.
“I don’t really get the whole blog thing, for the trail at least. Just be in nature, Des!” Mira
gave a half-smile and lay back on her elbows. I shrugged. Maybe she was right.
~
I placed my pack on the picnic table alongside the resupply box I had sent ahead months
prior. I opened the sealed cardboard with my pocketknife, sliding it across the clear tape. My
head buzzed at the sight of well-organized provisions. Three boxes of assorted oatmeal flavors,
and three boxes of chocolate protein powder. For heartier meals, I packed, tuna, tortillas, instant
noodles, instant meals, lentils, and dried vegetables. My snacks included beef jerky, a large pack
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of dried fruit, nuts, peanut butter, crackers, and M&Ms. The key is to get as many calories per
meal as possible. I had placed a few gels for low energy days and sixty dollars packed into a new
perfect pair of black wool socks.
I unloaded all my supplies onto the table and oriented my pack face up on the bench.
Organizing the pack is the most important part of any thru-hike. I began methodically placing
each object in its rightful position—my sleeping bag and light items at the bottom, food, stove,
and heavier items in the middle and my tent near the top. I checked my first aid kit and put new
batteries in my headlamp. I tried on my pack to test the weight. Perfect. I brought my map out
and tracked my location and the direction of the trail, circling off the sections I would complete
for the next week and calculating what pace was necessary to get me to Oregon. Just one more
day and I would be off again. Just then, I heard a high-pitched squeal from the camp sites. A
small girl clung to her mother as her sister sprayed them with a water gun. The mother scooped
up the girl and, laughing, proceeded to chase her sister.
After I finished with my pack, I walked back to my room and gathered my flip flops and
towel and headed to the bathrooms. The cool water of the shower ran down my body—a map of
peaks and valleys and unshaven hair, mountain ranges marked by scrapes and scars. My skin was
pulled taut against lean muscle and bone—my breasts no longer full. I ran my fingers along my
exposed hip bones, hooking my thumbs in their hollow sides. The trail had stripped me clean of
any excess—I’d left behind so much of myself. My mother’s illness was diagnosed a month ago.
I found out over the phone as I crossed into central California.
I reimagined the day of her first appointment. I placed myself in the chair next to her,
holding her hands. They have always been so small. The effects would be delayed, but they
would come, said the doctor. I heard his tone as he told us there were no drugs to save her, only
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ones to make the dying more comfortable. They told her to prepare. They told me to help prepare
her. I squeezed her hand, looked into her eyes, and comforted her. I wanted to believe that’s how
it would’ve happened if I had been there. I turned off the water and watched it drip onto my
stomach, rolling down into the dark patch of hair between my legs. I imagined her now—she,
lying sunken into the wood-paneled bed that was her own mother’s, strapped down under a mass
of our household blankets, fading away alone in our house full of memories—the house that I
eagerly left at eighteen. On the trail, time is measured in steps, not minutes, and I use my steps to
tell the time between myself and her.
If I think about it, I know I’m still grieving, not for her dying but for what was not—what
we never had as mother and daughter. I know I’m still grieving for not having anything to grieve
about.
When I was young, I never would have guessed I’d be walking 2,650 miles alone from
the border of Mexico to Canada. I couldn’t have foreseen that while I was hiking, I would find
out my mother was dying, and certainly couldn’t imagine that after I found out, I would not get
the first ride home to spend her last days by her side. It’s not that I wasn’t sad, I was. It’s that I
knew she would be happier—she would be at peace. Away from the Lithium she was so bad at
taking. Does peace look like a Lithium bath for her? Her manic days were my favorite but
bittersweet as I knew what followed them. I felt her shaking hand once again, the shake of
generational alcoholism, the break in the voice of a woman who had been used by too many
men, the demeanor I know well, one that says she was raised without a proper motherly figure. I
was sad because this life gave her nothing but pain and anguish. She once told me as I sat near
the arm of her well-loved recliner playing with toy animals, the television shopping network on
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in the background, that, “all life is suffering, Desi. We live, we get punished for living and then
we die.” It’s sad now to think now that’s all she knew about life. My god, what happened to her?
~
Jane waved me over from her seat by the lake. I should have been scared, but I wasn’t.
She had a fire going and offered me a cup of tea when I sat down next to her. She smiled, and in
her face I saw something like serenity.
“I just love the crackle of a fire in the evening beside the water. Closest thing to paradise
I’ve ever known.”
As I looked at her, I think I finally understood. She was the mother who lost a son, and I
the daughter losing a mother. And no matter what she had done, and what had been done to her,
here she was—sitting by a fire on a lake in a cool summer evening drinking tea and smiling.
“I suppose you’ll be on your way in the morning?” Her look suggested a deep knowing of
some kind that pitched itself beyond words and was the only true intimacy I’ve had—the only
time I have ever felt seen by anyone. She had killed for love, and I had always unknowingly
wished I had a mother who would have done the same. She knew, and I knew.
“Yes, I suppose I will be.” We sat there in front of the fire for a long time, unmoving,
until the flames died and embers danced and our eyes began to flutter. When it was time, our
hands reached out across the black void to find each other. We embraced in the darkness at the
edge of the lake, a sense of reverence pooling out into the night air, and silently parted ways.
In the morning I wrote my mother a letter—holding the envelope in my hands, I hesitated
before sliding it under the door of the post office for Jane to find. I hefted my pack onto my
shoulders, buckling the straps around my chest and torso. Snow loomed in my future, one of the
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many uncertainties in my life now. I had a sudden thought that maybe my mother was always
meant to be dying and I was always meant to make the dying mean something.
Was I walking for her—to redeem her sad existence? Trying to find the happiness that
was so elusive to her? I imagined the idea that once found, I could deliver happiness to her in a
cup, like a knight returning from a long quest, and she would drink from it and finally experience
happiness. This idea made me feel as though I was doing something valiant. However, reality
was less kind. But in the end, though she could never find it, maybe, just maybe I could. Either
way, all I knew this moment was that I intended to keep walking—to see if my feet could take
me to a place I understood. I said a silent goodbye to Jane, turned away from the post office and
started toward the trail, heavy with sunlight and too much sleep.
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CHAPTER VII
BLUE ROAN
Three days after Jema and Liv moved into their new home in the early summer, the horse
showed up. She stood between their backyard and a desert open space that had been cleared for
new development. She didn’t look taken care of, her coat patchy, mane tangled—Jema could
count about five ribs on her swollen sides. Jema thought she looked like a fresh speckled stone
plucked from a riverbed like she would be cool, smooth to the touch. They googled her coat
pattern and discovered it was called Blue Roan. Jema liked the sound of those words—how the
“o” and “a” rolled into each other when Liv pronounced it. They called Fish and Wildlife and
found out that she was part of The Salt River Horse herds that roamed the area, but the new
development had confused some of the herds who’d wandered off protected land. When Liv tried
to approach the horse, it would back away slowly, ears pinned back against her head. But she
never ran off.
“Maybe it’s a sign—a good omen or something,” said Liv. She smiled, and a smile from
Liv these days was reassuring. Jema laughed at this.
“Everything is a sign for you—a bird could crap on your shoulder and you’d say it was a
sign.”
“Well, it would be.” Both laughed. Jema knew it had been a big decision to move to
Phoenix for her fellowship in pediatric neurosurgery because it meant that Liv would have to
settle down and decide on her career path. The house was a consolation gift to make her feel
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better about the move. And they both decided they needed a home base, to be settled now that
Jema was in her fellowship and Liv could finally pursue a career in archeology that didn’t take
her away for months at a time. She had found a job at the Pueblo Grande Museum where her
team would work directly with the Phoenix City Archeologist to help protect and educate the
public about the archaeological sites in and around the city. Jema was the one that brought up
moving and getting different jobs the previous year, but Liv agreed, they needed something
different. They were so busy, they barely saw each other, and sometimes to Jema, it felt like
being with a stranger.
Liv became obsessed with the horse. She started in on research just like she did with
everything she found interesting. It had been the same with archeology. The defining moment of
Liv’s life was the first time she saw Indiana Jones as an adolescent. That’s when she knew she
wanted to be an archeologist. She watched the movies so much that she broke the VHS tapes.
And though archeology wasn’t really anything like Indiana Jones, Liv found something she
loved more—careful study, uncovering the small details, patience, and strenuous attention all
made it more rewarding. Liv got a lucky break last year when she was chosen to go work at a dig
site in Peru. She was fortunate to have gone as it was rare for archeologists to have the
opportunity. Most spend their time working in museums, not out at dig sites discovering the next
world wonder or going on wild adventures and foiling evil Nazi plans. But the trip didn’t go as
planned. It turned out that she was a glorified assistant, bogged down with paperwork and not
able to have the hands-on experience she had wanted. She stuck with it, but upon Liv’s return,
Jema had noticed a change in her. Once the girl that had the excitement and energy to take two
planes, one train, and a taxi to see the Shroud of Turin all by herself, Liv had become someone
Jema didn’t recognize. It was as if the life had been sucked out of her, but Jema didn’t know
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what to do. The horse excited Liv more than anything had in months. Now with her job at the
museum, she told Jema she was ready to settle down; however, Jema worried she would come to
resent her for limiting her options.
The next morning, Liv walked in the bathroom while Jema was brushing her teeth and sat
on the toilet with her laptop.
“Maybe she lost her herd—that can happen sometimes.” Liv had stopped giving context
to these horse conversations, often talking like she and Jema had been in the middle of a
conversation already. “Or I’ve been thinking that she’s pregnant and that’s why her sides are so
swollen. They say that when mares are about to give birth, they go off on their own.” Liv said
“they” like she was talking about her own personal team of equine professionals.
“Or she’s just fat and lazy,” Jema said, her mouth full of toothpaste. She got a mild
satisfaction at making Liv a little mad. Jema was distracted because she had an appointment she
was dreading today. His name was Thomas, a ten-year-old who wanted to be a professional tree
climber when he grew up, and she couldn’t imagine telling his parents that his tumor was
continuing to grow. And. It was wrapped around his brain stem. She knew neurosurgery would
not be easy, and her five-year residency was challenging, though she thought she should have
felt more prepared for this transition to her fellowship. She was never the type to take the easy
route anyway, but perhaps after five years of similar stories, Jema was getting worn down. And
now that it was children, it meant something different to her in some way. Specializing had
always been her goal since she was twelve years old and helpless to save her best friend, Marta,
from a brain tumor, but now that she was here, she wasn’t sure if she could do it. She thought
back to being young. Marta’s death had soured her youth—taught her to be resentful towards life
and to never let it win, to never let it get one over on you.
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“Well did you know that horses symbolize freedom, bravery, and the ability to change
your life for the better? But specifically, this article says that seeing a Blue Roan horse means
that you have spiritual blockages and that something inside of you is holding you back from
living fully.” Liv gasped as she read on. “The Blue Roan tells you to root out your emotional
blockages to move forward.”
Jema finished brushing her teeth and put on her blazer—white coat in hand. Since they
were first together Liv had been trying to cure her quote emotional blockages. “Does it also
mean that we’ll win several million dollars? If so, then I’m interested.” She made a last
adjustment to her straightened hair and gave Liv a kiss on her cheek. “I have to get going, a lot of
patients to see today.” Liv didn’t look up from her computer but instead gave a wave before
going back to typing. This bothered Jema—it was as if she couldn’t get Liv’s attention at all
these days. She had hoped that their move and fresh start would have finally been the answer
they needed to repair their relationship—that they would now have time to be together, but she
felt invisible to Liv sometimes, even now.
“You go to the museum today, right?”
“I go in at nine—just a few hours of training, and tomorrow I get a private tour of the
exhibits.”
“What a wild ride.”
“You know it—okay, you’re my hero, go save the world and stuff,” Liv yelled as Jema
walked out of the bathroom. Jema stopped in the bedroom and almost turned back, but instead,
grabbed her keys and went to the garage.
~
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Jema’s supervising surgeon joined her in the hallway while she watched Thomas’s family
exit the exam room and walk towards reception.
“You did as well as you could.” Dr. Hernandez was a small, bright woman who seemed
to never have a bad day, and whose catchphrase was, “it’s always sunny in the valley.” Jema was
grateful to have her as a guide—already she had seen her waive the cost of a procedure for a
family that couldn’t afford it.
Jema had just told Thomas’s parents that his tumor was non-operable—that his life
expectancy was six to twelve months.
Dr. Hernandez walked away and Jema suddenly felt as though she couldn’t get air into
her lungs. She found a small outdoor courtyard with a few tables and potted plants and sat in one
of the metal chairs, trying to ground herself and breathe deeply. There was a breeze and the
sound of windchimes appeared. Jema looked to find where they were—an old rusty metal pair of
chimes with a wooden dowel hung from a gutter pipe. She was happy that someone had put them
out there—windchimes were one of her favorite sounds because they reminded her of summers
spent on the lake with her grandparents who she loved dearly, but they were gone now, and it
made her sad to think she’d never see them again, but also happy for the nostalgia of warm sunfilled days, and the spray of the lake on her skin and hair—days spent on boats trying to catch
dinner, and so much laughter; her grandmother braiding her hair on the back porch, singing made
up songs—don’t cry over a little tadpole—and of course the wind chimes—bamboo chimes,
brass, store-bought, handmade, colorful chimes, animal-shaped chimes—and when the wind
blew, she could feel the rush of their music in her whole body—she’d open her mouth and let it
rush through her for fear she might burst. It was the happiest she’d ever been. Jema walked over
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to the chimes and gently pushed the wooden dowl, sending it bouncing off of the metal chimes,
filling the courtyard with music.
She wondered why she hadn’t ever thought to get some wind chimes if they made her so
happy and remember such nice memories. She made a mental note to buy some that weekend—
her grandmother would have liked it.
When Jema came home that evening, she couldn’t find a single bowl or pot in their
kitchen, and she tripped over the dishwasher door that had been left open. She finally found the
bowls all outside holding water, oats, apples, carrots—Liv’s little experiments to see what the
horse liked. The horse lipped the carrots but decided on a red apple half which she took gently
into her mouth and made a satisfying snapping sound when she bit down. Then, Jema noticed the
hay bales stacked in a corner of the yard. Liv appeared from around the side yard, dragging
another bale of hay behind her.
“What the hell? Why would you buy those?” Liv dropped the hay and jumped up and
down.
“Guess what? We’re having a baby.” The muscles in Jema’s face contracted. “A horse
baby, dummy. I talked to a vet today and she said Blue Moon is definitely pregnant, but that
she’s malnourished and that’s why we can see her ribs. There’s nothing for her to eat out here.”
The horse stood over the pile of dried grass, chewing—mouth full—hay sticking out on all sides.
“I can’t just let them die, Jem,” Liv said.
“Wait, you named her? And you paid for a vet? They aren’t our responsibility.” Jema
gestured toward the horse. Liv pursed her lips. She wasn’t going to budge on this.
“We need to go buy feed and supplements so the baby will survive,” Liv said as she
spread the hay out. “The vet said she’s due soon anyway.” She talked as if the baby were her
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own. Jema and Liv had decided they didn’t want kids, but Liv was young, and Jema worried she
might change her mind one day. What if Jema couldn’t give her the life she really wanted?
“Come on. It’s a wild horse,” Jema said.
“I think she found us for a reason. She needs our help. Why else would she stick around?
You know I’ll just go do it without you anyway.” And that settled it. Tomorrow when they were
shopping for their storm door, they would go to whatever a feed store was, Jema had no clue.
Liv drove Jema mad worrying about the horse out by herself at night.
“You do realize that she’s wild, she’s used to having to survive,” Jema said.
“I don’t care. She needs my help. Actually, I’m going to start sleeping outside in case she
starts foaling.”
“Foaling? What even is that? I don’t care—there’s no way you’re sleeping out here.”
Jema was too tired. She had seen twelve patients today, nine of which were probably not going
to make it, and by judging by the intensity of her migraine, she knew she wasn’t going to be able
to sleep tonight. Jema had to block the door and Liv stormed off. They curled up with their backs
to each other that night, and Jema, who couldn’t fall asleep, got up at dawn to find Liv asleep on
the patio, cocooned in an old sleeping bag, the horse standing sentry in the same place as always.
Jema’s head was groggy from the migraine medicine. She looked into the horse’s eyes. The mare
didn’t turn away. Jema wanted to understand what Liv saw in this animal. Of course, horses were
pretty, but not intelligent, right?
They stood like this for several minutes, both unmoving, staring at each other. Jema liked
how large the horse’s eyes were—how they swallowed you up when they looked at you. Jema
felt like she couldn’t move. They were a deep rich brown, her irises were not round, but like
elongated ovals that you could slip right through and be safe. Jema was never much to believe in
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auras, or the spirit world, but there was something about being stared at by an animal this large.
She could run and trample Jema if she wanted to. But Jema knew that if she approached, the
horse would be scared of her. What did it mean when a being didn’t know their own power? The
horse stamped her hoof and began nodding her head up and down, her large sides quivering. She
whinnied several times, forcefully and insistent. It felt like a mother disciplining a child.
~
Jema had always thought that it was the Spanish conquistadors who’d introduced horses
to the Americas and to the Indigenous peoples. However, Liv found research that argued
otherwise. It said that there were horses indigenous to North America and had a connection with
the Natives long before the Spanish. These horses are called spirit horses, healing horses as they
were known to heal people and reconnect them with the earth. The article said in Spanish culture
at the time the horse was seen as a symbol of civilization, and so if they wanted to strip the
Natives of their civility and make them into savages, they stripped away their symbol of
civilization. The Spanish justified their dehumanization of the Natives by rewriting their history
and claiming the horse for themselves.
In the past few days, Liv had unpacked most of their things—making the house a proper
home for them. Liv liked to make a space special; Jema didn’t really care about those things, but
she encouraged Liv to do it because she knew she loved it. Jema only cared about a roof over
their heads, about being able to relax and know she and Liv would finally be able to see each
other enough to have a full relationship. But when Liv wasn’t unpacking and getting the house
set up or at the orientation for her new job, she was out with the horse and dedicating her free
time to horse research. Whenever Jema saw Liv on her laptop, she wanted to throw it on the
floor. Over the five years of her residency, Jema had seen so many people come and go. Some
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stories ended well, but many did not. Jema didn’t realize how much it weighed on her. She didn’t
talk about it to Liv, but she wished she could tell her how they shouldn’t take each other for
granted. Liv acted as if there was so much time in life, but Jema knew better.
~
Jema came home early from work, planning to surprise Liv with a date night to celebrate
their two-week anniversary of being homeowners. She found Liv in the backyard standing six
feet away from the horse.
“Don’t startle her,” she said. “But look. She’s not afraid of me.”
“That’s amazing.” Moments like these, Jema remembered how kind Liv was. She cared
so much, even about a horse. “Try to touch her.”
“No. I couldn’t do that to her.” Liv started to back away and clean up some of the hay on
the ground. Jema’s presence had disrupted something, the energy. It was no longer a sacred
space, and they all knew it. “They have blind spots. I read that they can’t see directly in front of
them or behind them. It makes them vulnerable to predators,” Liv said. “And predators usually
attack their backs, so the fact that they let us ride on their most vulnerable area means they trust
us with their lives.” Jema could see the old Liv shining through in these moments, the girl who,
still as an adult, would hold her breath in the car whenever they crossed bridges or went through
tunnels. But Liv’s obsession with the horse—something overcame Jema that made her want to
hold onto Liv. To throw a rope around her neck; to catch her and feed her like Blue Moon—to
tame her.
~
It was Saturday and they planned on knocking out some home projects—installing a
storm door and finding a handle for the outside of the back sliding door. It was broken off and
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there were sinister marks on the metal frame suggesting that someone may have broken in, which
their realtors had brushed off saying, “They most likely got locked out and had to ‘break in’ to
their own home.” Harmless. It wasn’t the nicest neighborhood or in a desirable part of town. It
was a suburb, new housing development in what used to be an agricultural area.
There were still growing pains visible—a few straggling cow holding facilities, fields of
various crops were still directly across the street from new neighborhoods and a Target. And
there was the unmistakable smell of shit in the mornings and evenings. They wondered if the
middle-class white people would move here in droves when the cost of living in Phoenix
skyrocketed and then drive up the prices here, where many working-class families lived. They
wouldn’t come until the shit smell was taken care of, that was for sure. Where fields used to be,
warehouses had moved in, including Amazon, which offered many of the jobs to residents who
were mainly Spanish speaking. Jema wanted this fellowship specifically so she could help an
underserved community. It was important to her to be there for these communities because her
own family never had the care they needed for this reason; however, every time she treated a
patient she knew that they couldn’t afford it. Even when she was home, she was thinking about
the amount of debt these families had. It made her head swim.
Jema hadn’t expected not to like Phoenix. She knew that Liv didn’t like the desert. She
was raised in the south, surrounded by lush green and trees and the arid empty desert was
depressing, Jema had to admit. And the heat was starting to ratchet up. Some days it would be
120 degrees. They waited for the sun to disappear to cool them off but were sad to find that the
heat stayed even after the sun disappeared. Jema felt like she couldn’t make Liv happy. She
knew Liv wanted more of her—more of her body, more of her time, more attention. Jema didn’t
feel like she had anything left to give.
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On some nights she knew that Liv would try to reach for her. Jema could feel her body
next to her, could swear she felt the almost touch of Liv’s hand on her back. Turning over to face
her seemed more difficult than finishing med school. Every denial of touch was followed with
Jema explaining that she was just too tired from her new job. One night when she knew Liv had
fallen asleep, Jema turned over. She found Liv’s fingertips stretched out across the gap between
their bodies, a few millimeters from her shoulder. Jema thought that they were such lonely
looking fingers. She took her own and began to lightly trace the outline of Liv’s hand. She loved
Liv’s long slim fingers, she always thought she should have been a pianist with fingers like that.
She moved to hopping the small mounds of her pearled knuckles with her pointer finger. She
looked up to Liv’s face, searching for a door to knock on, to walk through. But perhaps she was
looking in the wrong place. She found the flutter of pulse at the base of her jaw and moved down
to stare at Liv’s chest, past her old “I’m with the band” tee-shirt, following the movement of her
breathing. She decided where it should be approximately. She watched to see if the “b” in band
moved. Rhythmically, oh so slightly up and down. As if she could see through her. Somehow.
As if she could find her warm beating heart.
~
Jema came home from work on Friday to find Liv outside with the horse. It made her
wonder if Liv was spending all her free time out here.
“How was training?” Jema asked.
“Fine, nothing special. I have my own office, but it doesn’t have a window.” Liv pulled
back her hair and wrapped it in a bun on top of her head. Jema could see the slick gleam of
sweat on her neck.
“How were your patients, today?”
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“Fine. I’m just tired.” She didn’t know why she didn’t tell her about Thomas and the look
on his parents’ faces when she told them about the tumor. She didn’t know why she didn’t tell
Liv how they cried, and how snot ran down their cheeks, but they didn’t care, how they spoke
their native tongue, and how it looked too painful to be real.
Jema remembered when she and Liv first met. Being around her back then was like
standing in a patch of afternoon sunlight. Were they such different people now? She saw some of
that old spark when she talked about the horse, she saw the Liv that has kept her baby teeth in a
silk pouch in her underwear drawer for good luck. Maybe she was still there.
~
It was almost dark by the time they pulled up to the house from the grocery store. They
were tired and sore from installing the storm door, but it was up, the sliding door handle was
fixed, and several smaller projects completed. They even managed to make it all day without
arguing. Jema saw this as a win. They would make their favorite burgers, drink hard cider, and
watch a movie to celebrate their successful day as proactive homeowners. And maybe when they
went to bed, Jema would reach out and find Liv’s body and they would fall asleep holding on to
each other like they used to.
Jema was admiring her new windchimes she’d bought at the garden store. They were like
her favorite one her grandmother used to have; brass with and hummingbird-shaped medallion at
the end of the string. She was deciding where they would look best when they got to the front
door. Jema looked to Liv.
“You have the keys for the storm door, right?” A panicked look fell over Liv’s face.
“No…”
“Liv, I asked you to put the new keys on our key chains today.”
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“Oh, no. I know—I’m sorry. I got distracted with—”
Jema could barely keep from yelling. Such a simple thing and Liv let it slip. She put her
hand to her forehead and sighed. “Let’s just see if there’s an open window or something.” Liv
followed Jema through the back gate like a puppy that had just been scolded. They took the
screens off from each window and tried to pull them open, but they were all locked shut. Jema
jammed her finger trying to open the last one and yelped. “This wouldn’t be happening if you
weren’t so distracted with that stupid horse.”
“What does that mean?”
“It means that you need to get a reality check. You can’t just live in a make-believe world
all of your life. At some point you have to face the real world.”
“You think I don’t know what the “real world” is like? You think I haven’t tried? Want
me to tell you how terrified I am? That’s right.” Tears broke over Liv’s face. “That stupid horse
is the only reason I can get up in the morning.” Liv turned and walked to the backyard. Jema put
her back to the wall and slid down to the ground. She put her head in her hands. After a few
moments Jema stood up and went back to the car to see if she could find anything useful, and to
give Liv a few minutes to herself. Jema never knew what Liv needed.
She rounded the corner to the backyard to find Liv sitting on the ground. The horse was
not there. It was the first time in two weeks that she wasn’t.
“What if something happened to her?” Liv said, sniffling, wiping her nose on her sleeve.
Usually, Jema would have said something insensitive, something Liv would think was harsh.
Instead, she put a hand on Liv’s shoulder.
“I’m sorry.”
“It’s okay.” Liv rose off of the ground and faced Jema.
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“I was thinking we could try the sliding door. Could be our only shot,” Jema said softly.
She noticed that the door was misaligned and when pushed up on the handle, a sliver of space
not even the size of a pinky finger appeared between the door and the frame.
As they came to the sliding door, it was insulting to be able to see inside their house but
not be able to get in. They could see the couch—all they wanted was to sit on it and the only
thing between them was half an inch of glass. Jema pushed up on the handle and the crack
appeared. There was no way they could take the door off its hinge. They needed another plan.
“I think we can hook the lock if we get some twine, here.” Liv brought over one of the
hay bales and removed the twine from around it. “This should do,” she said. Liv brought another
bale next to the door and stood on it as she tied a loop at the end of the twine. “Hold up the door
and I’ll see if I can feed it through.” Jema liked to see Liv like this. She was quick on her feet,
smart, and resourceful—totally focused when she needed to be. Jema smiled at how Liv knew
she’d never want to call a locksmith. She didn’t even suggest it.
“Still mad about the hay?” Liv barely looked up from her work but had a shit-eating grin
on her face.
They worked for over an hour and a half trying to hook the latch, it was like those rigged
claw games where it was nearly impossible to grab those stuffed animals, and just when you
thought you had it, at the last second it would slip out of the claw’s clutches and flop back to the
plush stuffed bin with all its plush friends, its big, empty eyes almost mocking you. Oddly
enough, Jema was starting to feel glad they were locked out. She thought of those game shows or
the Amazing Race where a couple has to travel the world and complete team-building challenges
together. This seemed like an unplanned and tamer version of that—get close to your partner by
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breaking into your own home. Like a really bad reality tv show. Jema could tell Liv was tired
and she kept looking for the horse. Jema sat down on the bale of hay.
“You’re really worried about her aren’t you?” she said.
Liv shrugged.
“I’m just afraid she’s all alone out there.” She sat against the patio wall. All Jema wanted
in that moment was to be that horse, to get Liv’s full attention and worry. “You know, I’m really
trying, Jem. I’m sorry.” Jema toyed with a piece of hay.
“I know,” Jema said, but she really wanted to shake Liv’s shoulders and ask, why are you
leaving me? Why do you love her more than me? Why am I never enough for you? Jema started
pulling the hay apart in her hands. She didn’t want to look at Liv. They stayed quiet for several
minutes. Jema looked at Liv who was looking out into the desert. Poor, sad Liv. Then the
thought struck her, she could feel the revelation hit her spine. Whatever was going on with Liv
had nothing to do with Jema at all.
“Maybe Moon is okay with being alone. She seems like a fighter, and I think she’s going
to be okay.” Jema stood up. “Now let’s get this damn door open.”
They were flawless together as a team. They realized that they needed to switch roles.
Jema was better at patiently finessing the twine, and Liv at holding the door up with brute
strength and telling Jema how to direct the twine. They couldn’t quite maneuver the loop around
the latch, every time they got close, it swung away. Another hour passed and just when Liv lost
her grip on the door from exhaustion, Jema was having second thoughts about the locksmith. She
was running through the options—how much it would cost to bust a window versus call a
professional when Liv started jumping up and down.
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“Pull, Jem, Pull,” she said. “We hooked it.” Liv gave a last effort and pushed the door
nearly off its tracks, Jema pulled up on the twine and in an instant, they were panting on their
kitchen floor. They started laughing, Liv grabbed Jema’s hand. The pair lay there for several
minutes stunned by their break-in.
“That was some couple’s exercise.”
“We’d make terrible thieves.” Liv was smiling, then kissing Jema—holding her. Jema
wrapped her arms around Liv’s small frame and put her lips to her unwashed hair. She breathed
deeply and closed her eyes.
“I miss you,” she said.
~
Jema awoke in the early hours of the morning and couldn’t get back to sleep. She
managed to untangle herself from Liv without disturbing her and stepped out on the back patio.
Her body was sore from the break-in the night before. The sky was pale pink and for the first
time since moving there, Jema didn’t mind the heat. Blue Moon and her new foal walked out
from behind a patch of desert sage and stood in front of Jema. The baby was darker than her
mother, her leggy body was hardy, even though she wobbled slightly when she walked. Jema
slowly went inside to get Liv, trying not to scare them off. Liv was groggy but when Jema told
her about the baby, she immediately woke up, took the comforter right off the bed and went
outside barefoot. The foal stayed close to her mother, nursing off and on as Blue Moon ate the
remaining hay. Moon was stoic, aware of any danger, yet tender, as she nuzzled her child’s side.
Jema and Liv sat down in the yard and the four of them stayed together while the sun rose
over the desert landscape. The horse’s tail swished away flies while she licked her baby clean of
afterbirth. Jema thought it felt so intimate that this wild thing would let them see her first
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interactions with her foal. Jema put an arm around Liv who was crying beside her. After a while,
the horses started to move, and the baby seemed steadier on her feet, ready to run like she was
meant to. Blue Moon gave a light nicker in their direction as the mother and child turned and
walked off into the desert. Liv and Jema watched until their silhouettes disappeared into the bluehilled horizon, then they stayed a bit longer, just to feel the heat of a new sun on their desperate
bodies.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE RAIN RIDER
On Tuesday, Uma awoke to a wet tapping between her eyes. A mist hung over her face,
and above her a patch of drizzling rain sprung from a gray milky cloud swirling right at the
ceiling. She swung out of bed and her feet splashed in a puddle on the floor. Confused, Uma
placed a rain boot under what rain she could and put on her soggy slippers. At first, she thought
it was a dream, then she followed the rain clouds into the living room only to find another patch
of rain over her grandmother’s antique end table. Her best guess for the leaks was that the old
building’s ancient pipes had finally given way. Her Jack Russel, Kit, stood shaking on an
ottoman as if stranded on an island. Uma got the biggest bucket she could from the broom closet
and placed it under the rain, then took Kit to the safety of the kitchen. The dog’s fur was damp
and she looked up at Uma pitifully and put her paw on Uma’s leg. Uma wiped her down with a
yellow tea towel hanging from the oven and held her close.
Out the kitchen window, the sun shined brightly—not a cloud in the sky. In the near
distance, the beach was flooded with half-dressed families enjoying the warm sun. This was rare
for Tillamook, Oregon.
Uma spent the day unplugging appliances, lifting furniture off the ground, and mopping.
The rains were intermittent, drizzling for a few hours then stopping. Sometimes her entire ceiling
rained, sometimes only parts of it. By the end of the day, the rains always stopped, and she
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would have all the water mopped when a patch of rain would erupt from her kitchen ceiling with
a clap of thunder.
Uma dropped the mop and decided to call it a day. She picked up Kit and put her in her
lap as she settled on the windowsill, the only dry place, and closed her eyes to the sound of
children playing in the park across the street.
~
On Thursday her mother paid her a surprise visit. Through the peephole, Uma saw her
mother holding a bottle of white wine and a large, insulated bag. Uma struggled to open the door
from the suction of the water, and when it finally opened, water rushed over her mother’s patent
leather flats and down the stairs, carrying away leaves and her neighbor’s welcome mat.
“So here you are. I’ve been trying to call all day, Uma. Honestly, I was worried. When
you said you had a leak, I didn’t think it was this bad.” Her mother thrust the bottle into her
hands. “Here, I’m trying to cut back. Pour us a glass.” Uma’s mother yanked off her shoes,
waded through to the kitchen, and sat on a barstool, her toes still grazing the surface of the water.
Kit, who was claiming sanctuary on the counter, ran up to her, tail wagging, and jumped in her
lap, licking her face. Her mother smiled, scratching Kit on her favorite place behind her ears.
“Your grandmother would roll in her grave if she knew you’d let her favorite end table bubble.
Bubble, Uma.”
“I’m sorry. I’ve been trying to clean it up.”
“You should call a plumber is what you should do, this water is out of control. Is it
coming from your upstairs neighbor?”
“Old pipes.”
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“Sweetie, you and Kit come stay at my place while this gets fixed. It’s not safe for you
here.” Her mother continued, “Some don’t mind the lack of rain. My hairdresser even said the
town is planning a big outdoor festival. Arts, music, rides, food, everything. You should come
with me.” Uma knew what she was trying to do. Her mother was trying to fix things again. Her
mother placed Kit on the counter and started to take out the food she’d brought. “I made your
favorite and extra—chicken pot pie. Just how you like it.”
“You didn’t have to.”
“Hush, I wanted to.”
“Well, I didn’t need you to.”
She put her hand on Uma’s awkwardly trying to comfort her. “I saw Rich the other day at
Whole Foods in Portland,” her mother said, having waited all of two minutes before bringing up
Uma’s ex. Uma wished the rains would start again. Though she never meant to, her mother knew
how to open old wounds like a practiced surgeon. Uma was long over Rich, they weren’t right
for each other, but it only reminded her that she was still alone. She placed a conservatively full
wine glass in front of her mother, who smiled and took a sip of her cheap pinot grigio. “What,
you don’t want any?”
“It’s not even lunchtime.”
“Oh, please, that’s why they invented brunch.” Her mother finished her glass and
motioned for more as she found plates in the cabinets and dished out the casserole. “Anyway,
Rich. He just had a baby, sweet little thing. Looks just like him, actually. I thought you’d like an
update, I know you all are on good terms.”
They were on good terms, but Rich had always told her he never wanted children. Her
mother filled her glass almost to the brim, and a wave of liquid sloshed out from the lip and onto
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the island. Uma suddenly felt sick. She ran to the bathroom barely making it to the toilet before
she threw up clear water. It spewed from her mouth and tasted like clouds, that stone, and cold
dirt aftertaste. Afterward, she let herself slide down and curled up on the tile floor, half her face
submerged in water, mouth open like an air-drowned fish. The cool felt soothing on her flushed
cheeks.
When she came back, her mother asked, “Have you thought about going back to work,
dear? It’s been so long. You know they won’t hold that position forever.”
“I don’t know.” And then, “I know. I talked to Kim last week. They are looking for
someone to take my place.” Uma plunged her feet into the water. “I didn’t like journalism
anyway. I’m not a pushy person.”
Her mother flicked off a water droplet that landed on her cheek. “Well, you can find
something else you like better. Why don’t we come up with a list of things you like?” Her
mother’s face brightened. “Running. You never run anymore. You loved it.” She paused, taking
a sip before sheepishly adding, “It’s so nice out, maybe you should go today. Aunt Tracy knows
a good running club.” Uma could see that insufferable pity in her mother’s eyes. She knew it
well and it was suffocating. Uma remembered running with her father when he was still living.
They were the best days of her weeks. She wasn’t sure why she was so shut down, but she didn’t
think it could be fixed with a run. Before her mother left, she gave Uma a hug that lasted too
long. “Just promise you’ll come to the festival with me?”
“I’ll try.”
After her mother left, Uma called a plumber. The plumber came within an hour and
declared that the pipes were fine, there was no leak, and they couldn’t explain the phenomenon.
They urged her to move out and for the rest of the building to as well.
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~
As the water level rose in her apartment, she kept track of it with a measuring tape. Two
feet three inches. Her neighbors had sought out emergency housing after the three-story complex
had been deemed hazardous, but Uma refused to leave; in fact, she never left, not since the rain
started. Every time she stood at her door, it was impossible to put her hand around the knob—she
couldn’t move. She began to cover the furniture in plastic, and when the couch started to get
submerged, she tied pool floaties and rafts around its base so it would float. She put Kit in a
raincoat and placed her on a pool raft in the shape of a yellow duck. She fashioned a tarp over
the couch. To get around the apartment, she used the shower curtain rod to push off the ground.
By the end of the week, the entire ceiling was raining. She had run out of buckets and
pots. To cook, she used her small camp stove and tin cups, to heat the ramen noodles and
leftovers her mother brought her. She had dreams where she would imagine waking to her head
bobbing against the ceiling, and then her nose would be touching its popcorn finish. Then she
would wake up, floating in the dark on her couch, Kit sleeping beside her.
She’d given up on clothes because her skin could never get dry, so she went naked,
surprised that she never got cold. She could no longer distinguish what was coming out of her or
falling on her. It was all the same. She’d lie on her back on the couch letting her hand dip into
the water and not know where her hand stopped and the water began. One day she was lying on
her back, her hand in the water, when there it was—a word. No, not a word, but a thought, but
not her thought. It was a sensation, but something more. It was in her but outside of her as well.
She had the sense that something around her was hurting, trapped. She could feel it in her chest,
in her bones. It was all-consuming, and then it was gone. Uma lay still and quieted her breathing
to try and hear it again but there was only the slosh of the unsteady water.
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Sometimes she stared out of her window and watched the families at the beach playing
in the water. She wondered what it felt like to feel the sun on her skin. Here there were only
shadows, only the cold metal of the windowpane.
~
It was day thirty without outdoor rain, another day of full sun outside, but in her
apartment it never stopped raining—mostly a drizzle, but sometimes torrential storms full of
wind and lightning. The water was so high she gave up measuring, it reached her mid-chest. One
day, her mother delivered her groceries, and Uma hauled them up in a basket through the
window. She gave Kit a kiss on the nose and passed her down to her mother in the same basket.
~
Outside, the plants were hurting. People started to notice the water leaking out of Uma’s
apartment. She tried to set up a drainage system for others to have water—running a big tube the
fire station gave her from her second-story window down to a park across the street. Crowds
grew outside, protesters claiming she was the cause of all the water waste in the city—the face of
global warming. She had become a villain. The city brought in trucks and siphoned the water
from the tube for the town to use, and still the water in Uma’s apartment kept rising. Even
though she let them have water, still every day people threw rocks, shouted unseemly adjectives
at her, all to get her to leave.
The building was condemned and the city waited outside with a wrecking ball. They
brought the police with a megaphone to talk her out. Finally, Uma got tired of them. Just to spite
them she threw the tube that was channeling her water to the city down to the ground, keeping all
the water to herself. They really hated her then. She watched them flounder when they realized
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what she had done. Uma floated naked in front of her window where she knew they could see
her and gave them all the finger.
At night trying to sleep on the couch, she felt the walls could give in any minute. The
moans and creaks of water-on-building sounded like being in the belly of a large ship at sea. The
noises filled ears her until she couldn’t think. She took to the water to see if it was quieter under
the surface. Her skin melted into the liquid and soothed her. She held her breath and swam. After
a few minutes, she found that she was able to stay underwater without her lungs burning. She
started testing out her ability. She would sit cross-legged on her living room floor, on what had
been her father’s favorite rug, under the water. She closed her eyes, and after an hour, she still
didn’t need to breathe.
Her swimming improved. It was thrilling to swim like a rocket under the water, dodging
furniture, thrilling to avoid the corner of the kitchen counter, to swim under the dining table, all
of the chairs floating above her. That morning, she noticed her skin starting to change, to become
silvery and translucent, her blue veins rising and brightening. When she looked at her hands
under the water, they were hard to see. And there was something else, too, a power that had
entered her body from the molecules around her. The water started to move with her, to give her
its power. She realized it was alive like her—it breathed just in a different way.
By now she had abandoned her couch, which was underwater. She took to drifting across
the living room on her back in her sleep. She never sank. It was a pleasant drifting, like she was
going on a journey, like her dreams could take her somewhere. She wondered if this was what
early sailors felt as they navigated by the stars. She didn’t have any stars, so how would she
know where to go? After becoming so accustomed to the water, all she wanted was to swim,
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faster and longer and harder. It was no longer a desire; it was a need. She decided that her living
room was too small for her, she needed open ocean—to swim uninhibited.
Needing all the water she could get, she tried to clog every leak in the house. She
believed she was close enough to the beach to make a clean go of it all. The power became part
of her—and the water was ready, needing to be set free, she could feel its anticipation. The walls
groaned from too much pressure. At the breaking point, she felt the water start to stir, and she
braced in the water and waited for the moment. The windows gave first, then the entire side wall.
She felt herself sucked out into the open air, the breeze hitting her, the sun in her eyes. The water
cupped her ankles, supporting her above the tidal wave. She could see the beach ahead, she
worked with the water, pushing on toward the ocean. Excitement coursed through her body—it
was electrifying. The ocean, the ocean—enough water to swim forever.
The townspeople say they saw a mountain of water rushing towards the sea and what
looked like a woman the color of sky riding the wave. She had made it out to sea, reports said,
but there is still no trace of her. As the legend goes, the outdoor rains resumed the day after The
Rain Rider made her journey to the sea, as if they never decided to stop. So happy to be rid of
her, Tillamook named a holiday after her expulsion from the city. But after the years, she became
an adored icon, children dressed up as her, and the annual Rain Rider Festival became a tribute
to her. The night of the anniversary it is tradition for the town to light paper lanterns on the beach
in search of her, and send them out over the water, little beacons offering their light into the dark
ocean, calling out to the lost woman, asking her to return home.
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